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“Building Information Modeling” BIM is transforming the way
we build. Fitting technologies, people and processes together
BIM provides new levels of efficiency and flexibility throughout
the building lifecycle.
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Building Railroads digitally first
René Schumann

In the building sector, BIM has already proven that it brings benefits such as higher efficiency and transparency, more collaboration among project stakeholders, significant time and cost savings
as well as reduction of the project risks. However, the examples of
the rail projects – Metro Green Line in Qatar and Northwest Rail
Link in Australia, where BIM is being implemented successfully –
show that the infrastructure industry also has potential to benefit
from innovative methods such as BIM. The five main components
of BIM – technology, people, process, policy and management
– are explained. Interest from the public sector across different
countries is steadily rising in mandating BIM on a national scale.
Education and further education opportunities are in great demand and consequently addressed in this article.
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service as well as life cycle costs usually extending over 50 years
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into planning at an early stage by clients and contractors contributes substantially to safe, functional and economic solutions.
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The Arlberg Tunnel is Austria`s longest road tunnel. The present general overhaul of this main transport artery designed
to enhance traffic safety represents a major logistical challenge albeit it is unavoidable. This report examines the extent of
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For decades, Sandvik worked with various tunneling projects
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name Industrie 4.0 (Industrial Internet of Things) such as production and mobility, underground mining is increasingly developing into a hidden champion in this respect. Spurred on by
falling prices for raw materials tied to ever increasing demands
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Flow” method. They were developed and produced
especially for use at the Andina copper mine run by
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Applying BIM to Design of Sites and Structures
Bryn Fosburgh, Senior VP, Trimble, Sunnyvale, California, USA

“Building Information Modeling” BIM is transforming the way we build. Fitting technologies,
people and processes together BIM provides new
levels of efficiency and flexibility throughout the
building lifecycle.
Geotechnics • Infrastructure • BIM •
Process management • Design

S

ince my early surveying days I’ve seen amazing
developments in tools and solutions. By far the
biggest impact has come in how integrated solutions can transform the way people work. It’s an exciting time – and when it comes to BIM, things will only
get more exciting.
The term BIM, which comes from “Building Information Modeling,” can be a little misleading. It’s not
just about buildings; BIM is the process that enables
the efficient and quality design, construction and operation of a structure such as a building, bridge or highway. The core BIM principles and concepts, which were
pioneered for the construction and management of
buildings, are being applied in heavy civil construction,
utilities, energy and more. Today, BIM is an emerging
technology that is transforming the way we build. The
use of 3-dimensional models and real-time management of processes and workflows delivers the efficiency
that today’s clients demand.
Modern BIM is the combination of technologies (in
the field, office and cloud), people and processes that
support the development and exchange of information
for building construction and operations. Just as each
project is unique, the concept and application of BIM
varies with the needs of the project’s stakeholders: owners, contractors, architects, designers, engineers, project
managers and suppliers. Each of these constituents
plays a specific role in the overall project. They often use
different skills and technologies to complete their tasks
and deliverables while leveraging the collaboration and
sharing that lie at the core of effective BIM processes.
Geospatial information plays a role at multiple stages throughout the BIM processes. In order to provide
key data and services, geospatial professionals must be
adept at the capture, analysis and delivery of information using multiple technologies and formats. In doing so, they use their core capabilities to produce and
manage a single, comprehensive reference frame for a
project.

Points, Point Clouds and 3D Models
The evolution of BIM has benefited from advancements in GNSS, scanning and optical measurements.
Fieldwork is faster, simpler and more efficient. Most
work involves multiple tools and solutions. Having
Fosburgh:
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those elements work in an integrated manner (such as
blending GNSS with an imaging rover) is just the first
step. Field systems have expanded to leverage new techniques in imaging and connectivity. One of the most
important recent developments, georeferenced imagery,
enables surveyors to capture large amounts of data and
significantly reduce time in the field.
The work to capture high-resolution georeferenced
imagery can be part of the conventional survey workflow, enabling integration of photos with survey points
and direct measurement using field-captured images.
Increasing connectivity and wireless Internet access
enables field crews to sync their data with office servers
or via the cloud. In the office, technicians can use photogrammetry to create individual 3D points and even
point clouds from photos and panoramas.
Information derived from field survey data plays an
essential role in early stage BIM processes. Points, linework, surface models and images can be visualized in
two or three dimensions and delivered to specialized
software for architecture, building design and engineering. Once the designs are completed, design data, work
orders, inspection reports and design changes can be delivered directly to field crews and project teams.
The combination of imaging and connectivity can
be especially valuable during construction. When an
issue arises on-site, crews can collect positions and images to provide detailed information on the problem
and surrounding context. By using cloud-based geospatial information management services, design teams
can access the data immediately and develop solutions
based on current, accurate visual and empirical information. Models and designs can be revised and reviewed as
needed; updated information is then sent directly to the
site. Revised grading plans can even be loaded wirelessly
onto machine guidance systems.

High Speed and high Density
In the next few years, a high percentage of U.S. building projects will be the renovation or repurposing of
existing structures. Many of these projects will use BIM
and will need dense, detailed information about the
existing buildings. Geospatial professionals are nicely
positioned to provide this information by using 3D
scanning (LiDAR), photogrammetry and conventional
surveying techniques.
LiDAR technologies have opened new doors for
many geospatial applications. For BIM, point clouds enable precise modeling of existing terrain and structures.
Aerial scanning produces point clouds and meshes for
use in digital terrain models (DTM), land-use analyses and other large-scale mapping applications. Point
clouds produced by terrestrial mobile and stationary
scanning have a growing number of uses, including GIS
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
www.georesources.net
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and asset management, preservation and restoration of
historic structures, industrial surveys, mining and terrain modeling.
A common approach of LiDAR is to “capture everything in sight” and then assemble the data into a point
cloud. Technicians use processing software to combine
data from multiple scans into a cohesive data set, removing noise, superfluous points and outliers as part of the
quality control process.
As LiDAR technology continues to evolve, the focus has shifted from gathering data to efficiently managing, analyzing and utilizing the large 3D datasets.
Well-defined workflows enable stakeholders to visualize
the point clouds and develop computer-aided design
(CAD) models for use in an enterprise’s chain of analysis, design and decision-making.
While some users prefer to work directly with 3D
point clouds, the size and complexity of the datasets
presents challenges in handling the points and extracting useful information. Many users rely on service providers to develop 3D models of the terrain, structures
and objects captured in a point cloud. Models can be
transferred to architectural designers for development
of basic concepts, including the placement of a building onto its site. Final site design typically takes place
in specialized civil engineering software. From there,
design data returns to the field for stakeout or be loaded
into systems for automated control of grading and excavation machines.
Today, visualization technologies for BIM are moving beyond point clouds and 3D CAD models. New
tools for augmented reality extend 3D models from 2D
displays into virtual space. Designers and stakeholders
can interact with the details of their structures, combining real-world data with design information in a virtual
3D project site. The result is improved collaboration
and management for complex, multi-phase projects.

UAS meets BIM
Geospatial professionals now have access to a sleek
new set of tools to support BIM processes. Unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) have the potential to be a disruptive technology of a magnitude similar to what the
geospatial industry experienced with GNSS and robotic total stations. Images from UAS can provide information essential to BIM processes, including data on
terrain, access, utilities and surrounding conditions, as
well as information on work progress and quality. UAS
can deploy quickly to collect large amounts of data in a
short time and at lower cost than piloted aircraft. And
data from UAS can quickly be analyzed and delivered
to the people and processes that need the information.
The ability to quickly collect and process data into
actionable information makes UAS an attractive option for the construction and operational phases of
“This article originally appeared in the April issue of US-based
xyHt magazine. Reprinted with permission of xyHt.”
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
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large projects. In addition to preconstruction surveys,
UAS is well suited for large construction sites as well
as applications such as agriculture, open pit mining and
landfills, where timely aerial data can be used for volume computations, progress monitoring and materials
management.

Fitting it All Together
Terrain models and site designs are typically developed
using geodetic or survey coordinates that relate the
site to the ground and properties around it. A site plan
showing the building, grading, drainage and utility
connections is often developed using the survey coordinates. By contrast, buildings are designed in 2D or 3D
CAD and their coordinate systems generally relate only
to the building itself.
3D building modeling connects the two coordinate
systems and can create a project coordinate system. The
approach enables contractors and tradespeople to work
in familiar systems while ensuring accurate connection
of the building to the site. As the design process unfolds,
designers produce models for a building’s structure,
MEP (mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems) and
other components. Using BIM tools, models are combined and analyzed for conflicts or discontinuities. Advanced solutions help designers create high-performance
buildings by reducing energy and water consumption
while optimizing sustainability and capital efficiency.
In addition to design and building data, BIM processes generate new information that adds significant
value to the Design-Build-Operate (DBO) lifecycle.
For example, systems can create data sheets and maintenance information that will help the owners and users
during the lifetime of the structure.
Modern building information modeling enables
geospatial professionals to integrate multiple technologies to optimize work processes in the building and
heavy civil industries. By blending geospatial data with
systems for communication, analysis and information
exchange, BIM provides new levels of efficiency and
flexibility throughout the building lifecycle. For surveyors and other geospatial professionals, the best opportunity in BIM can come through developing a deeper
knowledge of building construction. By understanding
your clients’ needs and workflows, you can weave your
organization into the technologies, processes and people that produce a successful project.
I wish you all every success in your work and projects.
Bryn Fosburgh

Trimble
Trimble has put many of our tools and solutions to
the test on its in Colorado campus. The project repeatedly showed that getting the right information
to the right person – at the right time – provides benefits that can cascade far beyond the original users.
More information: Buildings.trimble.com
Fosburgh:
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Building Railroads digitally first

Dipl.-Ing. René Schumann, International Operations Director, Hochtief Vicon GmbH, Essen , Germany

Introduction
A well performing transportation network is vital to
an economy and a prerequisite for future growth of a
country. Efficient transport infrastructure (Fig. 1) contributes not only to direct economic growth, but also
offers consumers shorter and more reliable travel times,
resulting in benefits that ripple across the economy. In
today’s competitive age, infrastructure and transport
industries are driven by efficiency. Policy makers are
obliged to implement more effective, transparent and
collaborative project delivery methods than before.
Methods such as Building Information Modeling
(BIM) that are supported by innovative technologies
have great potential in both building and infrastructure sectors. BIM is an information-rich model-centric
approach to facilitate design, construction and operation of a facility. It is a process that uses an intelligent
digital model of three or more dimensions, to simulate and analyze various aspects of the project. In the
building sector, BIM has already proven that it brings
benefits such as higher productivity, more collaboration among project stakeholders, significant time and
cost savings as well as reduction of the project risks.
Infrastructure and building industries differ from each
other in several aspects. However, the need to assure
more efficiency, transparency and collaboration in the
projects remains common between the two. More and
more public as well as private organizations in the infrastructure sector are gradually realizing the added
value of BIM. Being a major client, the public sector
is leading the way to implement BIM on a nationwide
scale for transport and infrastructure projects in various countries already.
“We have launched four pilot projects to test BIM,
and [the] Ministry has developed a phased plan for the

In the building sector, BIM has already proven that
it brings benefits such as higher efficiency and
transparency, more collaboration among project
stakeholders, significant time and cost savings as
well as reduction of the project risks. However, the
examples of the rail projects – Metro Green Line in
Qatar and Northwest Rail Link in Australia, where
BIM is being implemented successfully – show
that the infrastructure industry also has potential
to benefit from innovative methods such as BIM.
The five main components of BIM – technology,
people, process, policy and management-are explained. Interest from the public sector across
different countries is steadily rising in mandating
BIM on a national scale. Education and further
education opportunities are in great demand and
consequently addressed in this article.
Geotechnics • Tunnelling • Infrastructure •
Major projects • BIM • Process management

planning and building of the future that will make BIM
the new standard for transport infrastructure projects by
2020. This is an initiative to modernize the globally operating German construction industry,” Federal Minister
Alexander Dobrindt, Federal Ministry of Transport and
Digital Infrastructure, Germany explained [1].
The demand for BIM in the infrastructure and transport sector is steadily increasing. But is the industry
ready for it? Hochtief Vicon has built up a decade of
experience in BIM implementation on several infrastructure projects around the globe. We have seen that
information-rich model-centric approach of BIM has
a high potential to transform the way we design, build
and operate infrastructure and transport facilities. The

Fig. 1: Examples of transport infrastructure projects

Schumann:
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right strategy of BIM implementation contains careful
planning at the beginning of the project, a collaboration between partners, building knowledge and training of the supply chain and a common understanding
of how BIM can improve the life cycle of infrastructure
projects. These are some of the key aspects that are necessary if the industry is to reap more benefits from processes such as BIM.

What does BIM mean for Rail and other
Infrastructure Projects
Building a digital model of a facility before it breaks
ground, allows the entire project team to visualize and
analyze the real life issues such as design coordination,
construction sequences, existing conditions on site,
cost analysis, asset data analysis etc. in the early stages
of the project. Changes resulting from this early analysis are easier, faster and more cost efficient to be made
on a digital platform. Moreover, damages are avoided
that may occur in reality if these issues remain undetected. From initial surveying, data collection, design,
documentation, construction to maintenance, BIM has
the capability to deliver benefits for the entire process
in infrastructure projects. As per a 2012 study on the
US infrastructure market [2], 44 % of project owners
reported overall better project outcomes and reduction
in rework due to the use of BIM. More than 30 % of the
owners reported benefits of BIM such as fewer claims
and litigations, reduced errors in documents, reduced
project duration and workflow cycle time. 22 % of infrastructure owners also confirmed a reduction in construction cost.

Case-Study: BIM Implementation
for Rail Projects
Doha Metro in Qatar
In a BIM workflow, multiple stakeholders are required
to collaborate and share digital information with each
other. But often the information is not made available
in a timely manner and is at risk of being manipulated
or misinterpreted. The ‘BIM Implementation Plan’ is
an instrument that plays an important role in assisting
all parties to be aware of opportunities and responsibilities associated with BIM.
One of the most advanced rail transit systems in
the world, the Doha Metro project in Qatar, has taken
a step forward in implementing BIM on a wider scale
(Fig. 2). The Doha Metro project is part of Qatar’s Integrated Railway Project, an ambitious endeavour to
link the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of Bahrain and Qatar with a network of freight and passenger
transport systems. The Metro Green Line underground
(MGL), one of the four major metro lines consists of
approximately 15 km of bored twin-running tunnels
and six underground stations. During design and construction phases, Hochtief Vicon has been involved in
BIM implementation, BIM management and delivery
of various BIM applications (Fig. 3).
BIM is not limited to standalone technical processes. BIM management and implementation involves
managing stakeholders:
▶▶ To develop a mutual trust and understanding
▶▶ Execute project-wide changes

Fig. 2: 3D-Model of Doha Metro project in Qatar
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Fig. 3: Overview of BIM activities on Doha Metro

▶▶ To create an environment of collaboration
▶▶ To facilitate the team with tools and trainings to
achieve the set BIM goals.
It is also critical that the contracts, policies and standards are well established to facilitate a collaborative
work environment. Hochtief Vicon supported the
MGL project by providing a BIM manager as key personnel within the project team. The main goal of the
BIM manager is to make sure that the implementation
runs smoothly by getting the required support from all
parties involved.
Things that do not move with the wind are likely to
break. Adaptation to change is necessary in an innovative process. Thus, not only the BIM manager, but the
contribution of the entire team from management to

execution levels, is crucial to manage the change that
BIM brings in an organization’s work practices. From
the beginning, Hochtief Vicon’s approach concentrated on the establishment of a functioning BIM team
within the MGL project. BIM training with a focus on
the project’s needs was carried out to train the nominated personnel. The project team was instructed by
BIM specialists on the technical aspects as well as the
backbone processes of all BIM deliverables. Trainings
covered 3D coordination, 4D simulation, model-based
quantity take-off and certification for the BIM manager
of the team. 3D models prepared by the design team
served as a basis for coordination meetings. A continuous effort improved the quality of design and ultimately
the quality of construction. 4D simulations offered a
unique opportunity to analyze the constructability of

Fig. 4: The 3D model of Sydney metro – terminal of the Metro line and the train maintenance area

Schumann:
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the proposed design, provide a better understanding to
all stakeholders and to optimize the schedules. Quantification of models on a regular basis supported the
cost controlling efforts helping to track cost impacts
through design changes during design development.
Hochtief Vicon left the project after a successful implementation and training that established and prepared
the contractor’s own BIM team.

Sydney Metro
Railway projects, especially metro lines, are most often
integrated within an existing city infrastructure affecting large populated areas. Such railway developments
require a great amount of coordination between many
state departments, contractors, suppliers and other project stakeholders. To provide the right information at
the right time for the right people is an important aspect. Management of information plays a critical role in
achieving the time, cost and quality targets.
Sydney Metro, one of the largest public transport
infrastructure projects in Australia has welcomed BIM
as a method to manage the information on the project
and to set up a collaborative work environment among
its stakeholders. The 3D model of Sydney metro is the
basis for data management during the construction phase
and the Metro’s subsequent operation. Fig. 4 shows the
terminal of the Metro line and the train maintenance area
Hochtief Vicon is supporting the first stage of this project
‘Northwest Rail Link’ by implementing a self-developed
integrated web-based BIM system known as ‘Online Rail
Information System (ORIS)’. ORIS is a web-based project management system specifically developed for the
control and evaluation of data to efficiently manage the
realization and operation of rail projects.
To understand ORIS and its benefits, we must first
understand the process of managing data in a typical
transport infrastructure project. Data management is a

three step approach (Fig. 5). The first step is the data
acquisition. Existing project information such as schedules, documents, drawings etc. are structured and added
to a central database. The second step is to connect the
collected data to the online information system where
it is linked with the 3D model of the project. Here, the
numerical and geometrical data are processed and arranged according to its relevance. The business value
is achieved in the third step where the data is analyzed
and presented for a variety of applications such as management reporting, quantity take-off, cost estimations,
photo-documentation, approval schedules and many
other functions.
Construction sites are becoming increasingly mobile and fast. Taking the benefit of available mobile
technologies, data acquisition process has become
much easier than before. Using ORIS, Northwest Rail
Link project team is able to collect and access the data
in real time, independent of location or participation
level. Customized templates that have been developed
specially for the project are used with mobile devices
or with an online web-platform to collect the necessary
data. Approximately 100,000 of such templates will
be sent via ORIS during the course of the project. The
system is available online with a web-based interface,
due to which all stakeholders can access this information anytime from anywhere (Fig. 6). By providing easy
to understand analysis of the collected data, it helps in
achieving a common understanding of the project between different teams. Different alternatives of a problem can easily be simulated and discussed with teams located in different parts of the world, facilitating a joint
decision-making process.
There are limitless possibilities of what type of information may be collected and analyzed via ORIS. Some
of the most beneficial uses of ORIS being implemented
in the project consist of the following:

Fig. 5: Project communication levels
Fig. 6: Data Management
Quality, time and cost savings through improved data interoperability, a traceable change process and combination of
geometry with other data
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Fig. 6: Data Management
Quality, time and cost savings through improved data interoperability, a traceable change process and combination of geometry
with other data
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▶▶ Having a common 3D platform to visualize multiple design packages
▶▶ Retrieve and analyze quantities from the 3D model
▶▶ Access information of on-site inspections
▶▶ Display information about creation, verification
and closure of construction lots
▶▶ Collect and store the field technical queries digitally
▶▶ Simulate project time schedule with the 3D model
to provide a clear visual sequence of the program
▶▶ Daily report monitoring from different project
partners
▶▶ Health, safety and environment reporting system
Hochtief Vicon’s BIM Manager in Sydney supervises all
matters around the 3D digital model and at the same
time ensures that all generated data is used and coordinated in the most efficient way possible. He is the
interface between stakeholders, collects project specific
requirements, defines processes, coordinates their implementation and tests all systems before they go live.
He is responsible for the transparency of the project
data. Furthermore, he will conduct trainings and support project participants using the ORIS system and
implementing BIM processes.
Online Rail Information System used by Sydney
Metro project is one of the many examples of how a
BIM based production system can support large scale
development of railway projects.

Ladder to BIM
Five Components of BIM
Technology is an important part of Building Information Modeling. Choosing the right set of software,
hardware, data exchange platforms, communication
tools, etc. are critical for successful BIM Implementation. However, the heart is not the body. To fully take
the advantage of BIM, five components – technology,
process, people, policy and management should be applied in a holistic way (Fig. 7). “Technology gives us
power, but it does not and cannot tell us how to use that
power,” philosopher and scholar Jonathan Sacks said.

Without the right processes, no technology will be effective. The process is another critical component. BIM
facilitates collaboration among project partners, but it
also results in fundamental changes in the way information is shared, communicated, delivered and managed
among different parties. Especially in infrastructure projects where the stakes are higher, the need to define processes with which risks can be minimized and all parties
can work together becomes even more important.
With the right tools and processes in place, an assessment of the capabilities of people involved is an essential component before BIM is rolled out in a project.
Right amount of training and support shall be planned
and provided to ensure that people have the right skills
to achieve the project’s BIM goals.
Policies, standards and specifications have a significant impact on how projects are being designed, built
and operated over the life cycle. Policy is the vital component of BIM that should be understood and integrated from the early stages of the project.
A structured and effective management approach
is necessary to ensure that the right people are on the
team using right tools, processes and policies. Management plays a central role in enabling these four components of BIM to work in unison.
“Only if you manage all of those components you have
a good chance to fully harvest the benefits that BIM will
bring to your project,” Dirk Schaper, General Manager,
Hochtief Vicon GmbH comments. As more companies
realize the importance of management in BIM, in the
future the role of a BIM manager will become a standard requirement for projects.

Training and Certification
Building Information Modeling is an emerging field in
the rail and transport sector. The demand of competent
BIM personnel in the industry is rapidly increasing.
Many universities across different parts of the world
have taken a lead in BIM specific training and certification programs to meet this demand. One such institution is the Ruhr University Bochum in Germany. It has
joined forces with Hochtief Vicon. The university is of-

Fig. 7: Five components of BIM
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fering the “BIM Professional” certification course from
the summer semester 2016.
This new course will offer the first standardized
training and certification for future BIM experts. Participants will attend six thematically-structured modules in the areas of technology, processes, people and
guidelines, and will learn how projects can be handled
more efficiently with the help of tried-and-trusted BIM
methods and tools. “With the certificate “BIM Professional for building and infrastructure construction” there
is finally a way to provide “a proof ” of BIM expertise,”
promises Schaper.
The BIM training course is aimed at professionals in
engineering, architecture, and project or construction
management background. Participants can attend the
course in part-time, and engage in an integrated way
with the overall subject of BIM. They will benefit from
the trainer’s extensive practical experience. Upon successful completion, participants will receive the “BIM
Professional” certificate which is supported and recognized by Planen Bauen 4.0, the official company to
introduce BIM in Germany [3].
Differing capabilities of stakeholders are one of the
biggest challenges in implementing BIM consistently
across the project. As more universities enter the BIM
market with professional courses focused specifically on
how to integrate BIM with the other design, construction, management and operational phases in a project;
the current gap between supply and demand of BIM
professionals will gradually be bridged.

Future of BIM
Quality infrastructure has positive impacts on economic growth and trade enhancement. As per OECD
report [4], the demand for rail passenger and freight
traffic could annually increase by around 2 - 3 % worldwide while global GDP possibly doubles until 2030.
The need for producing more quality infrastructure
will increase in future. In order to stay competitive and
efficient, collaboration between different project partners will be required more than ever. Methods such as
Building Information Modeling (BIM) will play an important role in facilitating collaboration and gradually
becoming an industry standard.
Innovative implementation strategies, BIM-based
production systems such as ORIS and other state of the
art technologies will enable project teams to reap the
benefits of BIM and develop modern, competitive and
efficient infrastructure projects. USA, UK, Germany,
Norway, Finland and Singapore are some of the many
countries that already lead the path for mandating BIM
on a national scale. In future, it is likely that national
BIM standards specific to transport and infrastructure
sector across many countries will be developed and
mandated by the public sector.
Rail and transport infrastructure are the backbones
of our economies and of our future. Let’s deliver our infrastructure with an efficient, transparent and collaborative approach. Let’s build it digitally first with BIM.
Schumann:
Building Railroads digitally first
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“Construction Site App” for Communication
between Site and Office in Infrastructure
Projects
Verena Mikeleit, tech-PR, Süßen, Germany

Documenting Construction Site
Activities – Theory and Practice
A 5D BIM model (BIM = Building Information Modeling) is intended to provide transparent communication between all those involved in the project on major construction sites on the infrastructure sector. This
also applies to the home office and the site teams on the
spot. This requirement of the German Federal Ministry for Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI) is
intended to help resolve the challenges posed by major
projects [1] and at the same time provides impulses for
smaller projects and construction schemes carried out
by the Federal States and municipalities.
Theoretically it appears to make sense but how can
this challenge actually be applied to everyday life onsite? The construction sites for transport projects are
frequently very big and split into many sectors. Apart
from the main contractor’s own crews there are generally further outside contractors with numerous members of staff, construction machines and equipment
involved. Documentation and logging is often carried
out manually on bits of paper, which at the end of each
day are placed in various files in the building containers
for further processing. Only later are they got ready for
digital processing – if at all (Fig. 1). Important details
Fig. 1: Classical documentation and storage in paper form
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BIM models with five dimensions – three for geometry and two further ones for time and costs –
are intended to enhance the construction process and the quality of executing the construction
of infrastructure projects. This article explains
how innovative intelligent mobile tools from the
RIB Software AG further the exchange of information between the construction site and office.
Geotechnics • Tunnelling • Infrastructure •
Communication • BIM • Equipment

for ongoing documentation and proper accounting either reach those responsible too late or are simply incomplete.

Digital Model for Construction Site
Requirements
Unfortunately reality often resembles the way things
once were described even now after companies involved in road construction, foundation engineering
and infrastructure building start applying digital BIM
models. These models contain all relevant details for
the tasks of construction and their documentation, in
other words a 3D model of the construction measure
plus time and cost plans. However, application of the
model on-site frequently does not succeed. As a result,
the RIB Software AG had devised intelligent tools for
use on-site in addition to its 5D software solution for
underground construction (Fig. 2). The iTWO Business Solution represents the complete software system
for working with BIM models and links three-dimensional geometry with time and cost information within
a software iTWO 5D. In this case, the iTWO civil is the
CAD component for foundation engineering. The civil
component prepares the CAD model and integrates it
with additional attributes in the iTWO 5D complete
process. The iTWO OnSite component represents an
additional supplementary app for mobile end devices,
which displays the model from iTWO 5D thus making
it accessible to the site personnel.
“Whether managing defects, a progress report or
daily site reports (Fig. 3): we were aiming at creating a
systematic solution, which always provides the responsible persons in the office with up-to-date information
from construction sites and at the same time is designed
to be applied simply and suits the needs of the construc-
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tion site”, explains RIB product manager, Maximilian
Kroner.
The principle of the solution is: each person responsible for a particular task, say installing a protective layer
against frost, receives only the exact information from
the complete model, which is relevant for the activities
he has to carry out. This is contained on a tablet with
a straightforward touch and wipe function or alternatively a laptop and is available for further processing
(Fig. 4). “These so-called ‘rugged devices’ are a boon for
use on-site”, Kroner goes on to say, “they are water and
spray resistant and can fall down in contrast to a Smartphone or standard tablet without being damaged”.

BIM Model reduced to main focal Tasks
The app devised for the construction site for the current Microsoft operating systems by RIB Software AG
transfers – given an active, mobile connection – permanent site data from the construction site – iTWO
OnSite Tablet – to the site office – iTWO OnSite
Office (Fig. 2). If there is no connection available, the
system synchronizes the data upon returning to the site
office. The new and current data are targeted to the office of the contractor for the overall project. The data
are normally transferred in the evening or once weekly.
Andreas Dieterle from the RIB product management
for the underground engineering and infrastructure
division explains, “The senior site engineer responsible
for the entire construction scheme being tackled for instance decides which information leaves the construction site”. For the senior site engineer gives the green
light for sending the information, which is transferred
from the site office to the office at headquarters. Prior
to giving his approval he can scrutinize the reports fed
in to the system by his team and – if need be – check
whether the latest progress reports on site activities are
correct. “The senior site engineer also decides which
colleagues in the field have access to a mobile device
with the app and whether a particular user is entitled
to access the model”, Dieterle says. “The aim here is to
always reduce the information to what is essential”, the
product manager explains. “That saves time within the
overall process”.
Only model information relating to their work is
passed on to the chief construction manager or to his
staff, who use the app directly on-the-spot. The iTWO
system on the mobile end devices has been pared down
to such a degree that it is fast and straightforward to
operate. Even those members of staff on-site, who are
not into IT, find the system easy to operate for it contains only those functions actually required on the site.
This idea was conceived by the manufacturer and was
a major objective when the programme called “iTWO
OnSite” was devised.
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Fig. 2: Diagram of the integrated software solution for digital communication
between site and office

Fig. 3: Tablet with iTWO OnSite
Fig. 4: Tablet with touch and wipe function

Defect Management made easy
Construction defects are collated and reported simply
with the programme by means of touch technology
(Fig. 5). It is also possible to add a screenshot of the
Mikeleit:
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Fig. 5: Remedying defects with iTWO OnSite

model to ascertain the exact position as well as a photo
of the defect. In the event of relevant cases and those
that cannot be properly explained if need be recorded
defects can be printed out directly by means of a printer
in the construction container and countersigned. In
this way, it is immediately documented which defects
exist in the construction process and how they can be
remedied.

Process-oriented Work Tool
Daily Progress Reports and
Activity Logging by App
iTWO is an extensive software system, which contains
all details of an entire construction project from the initial pre-planning phase. Geometry data as well as time
and cost data are in this connection integrated in a 5D
model (3D plus time plus costs).
The model operates on a process-oriented basis, in
other words, it contains all processes and the corresponding date on which tasks must be executed according to plan. Thanks to the large number of data in the
system, members of staff on the sites can virtually visualize their tasks in detail. In the case of a road for example,
they can see in advance per tablet, which layers have to
be installed one after the other and on which date their
task should be completed. The integrated construction log furthermore facilitates exact documentation of
the weather, the personnel as well as the machines and
equipment deployed.
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
www.georesources.net

In addition, services can be recorded, which were
initially not included in the plan and for which no
costs were worked out in the system. This represents
a major advantage for construction measures in road
construction or civil engineering, in the case of which
often surprise, unforeseen events are the order of the
day. Consequently, the outcome is frequently hold-ups
in construction should materials not be delivered in
time. The software helps to integrate such incidents in
the system with a few movements on the touch screen
so that the reasons for a delay are documented continuously and available for all those involved to refer to.

Reporting Degree of Completion promptly
A project can first then be cleared once services have
been completed without errors. It can be revealed at
any time which activities are to be completed on a particular date for controlling within the model-oriented
measure. In practice the model shows often a different
status in the office from the one on-site. Many sections
are registered as still to be completed although according to the schedule they should have been finished long
ago. This continuously requires clarification so that the
customer is first billed at a later date. By mean of the
iTWO OnSite solution the degree of completion can
be entered directly on the model and the site. Thanks to
a mobile solution a prompt report can be far more easily
accomplished. Should a report be missing, this can be
requested by the office directly from the construction
site.
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Correct Progress Report with QR Codes
Clear allocation of each object constructed to the software is vital for a correct progress report. “Each object
is provided with a clear ID from the iTWO software
and consequently in the ITWO”, Andreas Dieterle says.
If the office for instance, needs information from the
site promptly regarding whether a certain drain shaft
was completed according to schedule, the site crew
only requires the appropriate QR code to check. The
QR code is generated from the ID and thus becomes
evident. As soon as the QR code has been scanned the
model shows the construction manager the object being sought – the drain cover, for instance. The responder is now able to provide immediate information about
the status and enter the degree of completion directly in
the model. This report enters the overall model during
the next data synchronization and is thus available in
the central 5D model.
It is also possible to trace objects quickly in the
model with such a QR code after production or installation on-the-spot. Production is activated in keeping
with the intended time schedule. Already when objects
such as shaft rings, concrete guidance walls or protective crash barriers are produced or delivered, the QR
code is integrated from the overall model. By calling up
the QR code on-the-spot the component can be found
precisely in the overall model on the tablet and further
qualified. Construction 4.0 – that’s how it can be in
practice with iTWO.

Encouraging IT Application
on Construction Sites
“Particularly as the overall system calls for extensive
knowledge it is absolutely essential that the app for
field use is reduced to the bare bones for the site crew”,
Maximilian Kroner adds. “IT application on-site is still
not standard practice today. Simple, mobile solutions
are being accepted increasingly and introduced in practice by innovative contractors. It is our task to support
them step-by-step with a practical, easy-to-operate programme”.
Practical requirements and convenience in everyday life on-site are thus essential in further developing
the iTWO system and the site app. Andreas Dieterle
and his colleagues introduce new features of iTWO,
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iTWO Civil and iTWO OnSite at trade fairs throughout Germany. “We always welcome suggestions from
construction firms for we wish to ensure that practical
application is made as convenient as possible”, is how
the product manager sums things up.

Outlook
At present the site app is being extended to make it
possible to obtain GNSS coordinates with the mobile
device. This wish has been expressed by various construction companies, active in the foundation engineering sector, so that they can allot the position of objects
and conditions to the system from the construction site
without major complications. After all, in contrast to
surface construction the projects in foundation engineering are generally georeferenced. Dieterle concludes:
“This wish and others on the part of customers will help
us to improve the iTWO business solution for ongoing
application on the infrastructure sector.
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Tunnel Escape Doors – Findings and
Conclusions from 20 Years of Tunnelling
Michael Lierau, Dipl. Masch.-Ing. ETH/MBA GWU, Elkuch Group, Bendern, Principality of Liechtenstein
Marcus Römer, Dipl. Oec., M. A., M. Sc., Elkuch Eisenring AG, Jonschwil, Switzerland

Escape doors are of central importance when tunnel facilities are planned. Apart from functionality
and safety, maintenance and service as well as life
cycle costs usually extending over 50 years must
be taken into consideration. Incorporating these
aspects into planning at an early stage by clients
and contractors contributes substantially to safe,
functional and economic solutions.
Tunnelling • Tunnel equipment • Safety •
Functionality • Sustainability • Maintenance

Table 1: Tunnel escape doors – functions and requirements
Operating state

Functions/requirements of operating states

Construction phase

▶▶ c losure/opening for ventilation scenarios
▶▶ separating cross-passage area from rest of
site (dustproof )

Trial operation/
normal operation

▶▶ s eparating cross-passage area from running tunnel (dustproof against aggressive
iron dust)

Maintenance
operation

▶▶ c losure/opening for ventilation scenarios
▶▶ safety of persons and protection of
equipment

Fire incident

▶▶ f ire curtain (prevents fire from spreading
to evacuation tunnel)
▶▶ smoke curtain

Fig. 1: Cross-passage door in the Gotthard Base Tunnel
Source of figures: Elkuch Group
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Requirements independent of
operating states
▶▶ corrosion resistant
▶▶ alternating load
resistant
▶▶ aging resistant
▶▶ self-closing
▶▶ easy-to-assemble
▶▶ easy-to-maintain

1 Requirements on Tunnel Escape Doors
Owing to the manifold, high requirements in tunnels,
escape doors take on a central role when planning the
tunnel furnishings (Table 1). Although the term “escape” already points to a main function of the door, it
only serves to cover the range of requirements for the
escape door in an inadequate manner.
During the tunnel’s construction and operating
phases, escape doors primarily act as protection or
access for the various parts of the structure as well as
safeguarding the tunnel air and climate. As the escape
doors, as e. g. the cross-passage doors in the Gotthard
Base Tunnel shown in Fig. 1, have to be installed at a
very early point in time, they have to contend with an
increased environmental load owing to dust, dirt, temperature, moisture etc. Furthermore, blows and impacts
caused by third parties can negatively influence the
safety system at an early stage in time. A further factor
that must not be neglected is that an escape door can
be improperly used, something which can lead to the
life cycle being shortened, especially in the case of more
complex door systems.
Furthermore, as a safety system the escape door must
also comply with legal escape and rescue requirements.
Apart from predetermined minimum dimensions the
doors must also be self-closing as well as be resistant
to fire and smoke over a given period. In addition, they
must remain unblocked during the evacuation phase
and must be capable of being opened with a low operational force of 100 N. On the one hand, the “Technical Specification for Interoperability” (TSI-SRS) for
the railway system, which is valid throughout the EU,
is applicable, which for example prescribes that escape
doors must possess a minimum size of 1.4 m x 2.0 m.
On the other hand, rules put forward at national level
or by operators or planners must also be observed. In
some cases, these are even stricter than the international
regulations.
Apart from these basic demands, a series of further
functional aspects must be fulfilled for standard operation. The governing factor here is the call for a life cycle
of 50 years as is usually applied for tunnels. In addition
to corrosion and age resistance the doors must withstand the specified alternating pressure loads. During
the construction phase these are mainly determined by
the construction ventilation. Higher values apply during the operating phase – triggered by traffic.
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The escape door must be maintained and serviced
under the aspect of the overall life cycle. The entire system must be capable of being assembled and disassembled quickly and simply taking intervention periods
into account. Relevant components must be easy to access and service, which cannot always be easily resolved
given the compact construction methods required
aimed at saving space in a tunnel.
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Table 2: Types of closure for the Gotthard Base Tunnel
Type of closure

2 Choice of System and Comparison
2.1 General
The choice of the suitable door/gate system also depends on the location and type of closure (Table 2)
apart from the requirements and functional aspects
listed in Table 1. Early comprehension of these aspects
as well as knowledge of the pros and cons of the closing
system in question can decisively influence the choice
of system. A distinction is drawn between:
▶▶ Rotary swing door
▶▶ Swing door
▶▶ Sliding door
▷▷ Pivoting sliding door
▷▷ Segment sliding door
▷▷ Telescopic sliding door
▶▶ Revolving or rotating door
▶▶ Rolling gate

Function

Escape
route

Type

Portal

Limit of the structure or closure leading into the open

yes

door

Lock

Division between rooms with different degrees of
pressure and purity

yes

door

Technical room

Boundary to specially protected equipment

no

door

Emergency stop

Closure between tunnel and direct escape route

yes

door

Cross-passage

Closure between rail tunnel and cross-passage or
connecting rail tunnel as indirect escape route

yes

door

Special
structure

Special closures such as mobile gate, crossover gate,
ground gate or socket chamber door

possible

door

2.2 Rotary Swing Doors
The rotary swing door – given corresponding marginal
conditions – is the most frequently used door system
(Fig. 2). In this case, the door leaf is connected to the
frame via the hinge side and is locked at the closing side
by means of a lock. It may be designed with one or two
leaves, but a rotary swing door only opens in one direction. An advantage of the rotary swing door is for example the straightforward, low-cost manner of construction, catering for a wide range of uses. Rotary swing
doors can only be used as escape doors in one direction
to make sure that the flow of people does not block
the doors in the event of panic. However, the greatest
disadvantage of rotary swing doors is their dependence
on pressure. Should an excessively high pressure prevail
in the direction of opening in order to prevent smoke
developing in the evacuation tunnel, the door can no
longer be opened with the required 100 N of force. In
the case of a 1.4 x 2.0 m large escape door only 36 Pa of
pressure are acceptable (Table 3). Additional mechanical-electric opening aids can solve this problem.

Fig. 2: One and two leaf rotary swing door

Table 3: Maximum differences in pressure for rotary swing doors and swing 		
doors depending on their dimensions and the maximum permissible
opening force
Type

2.3 Swing Doors
Swing doors are essentially constructed like rotary
swing doors but can be opened in both directions
(Fig. 3). They can possess one or two leaves, with the
leaves always “swinging” back into the “closed” position. A swing door can be used instead of two rotary
swing doors when the links between two tunnels are
too confined. The sensitivity to pressure remains a
disadvantage, thus necessitating a more complex driv-

Door as per
DIN 18101 1)

Escape door as per
TSI-SRT
1)

Dimensions

Maximum differences in pressure

Height

Width

Area

New door with 100 N
max. permissible
opening force

Older door with 120 N
max. permissible opening
force

m

m

m2

Pa

Pa

1.985

0.610

1.211

83

99

0.735

1.459

69

82

0.860

1.707

59

70

0.985

1.955

51

61

1.110

2.203

45

54

1.400

2.800

36

43

2.000

Doors as per DIN 18101 are used for instance in secondary buildings or technical rooms of tunnels
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2.4 Sliding Doors

Fig. 3: One and two leaf swing door

ing and locking system to open and close the door. As
in the case of the rotary swing door, the swing door is
also restricted by the overpressure at the evacuation
side. Asynchronous rotary swing doors could restore
the pressure equilibrium but are not legally approved,
as the leaves are not permitted to open counter to the
direction of escape. Furthermore, there is the risk that
large leaves can project into the tunnel roadway in case
of very narrow tunnel cross-passages. For this reason in
Switzerland the Federal Roads Office (FEDRO – ASTRA) does not allow swing doors to be used in tunnels,
which require an emergency ventilation system.

Sliding doors comprise a door leaf, which is guided above
and below. They can be designed with one leaf (sliding
door), two leaves (segment sliding door, telescopic sliding door) or multi-leaved (telescopic sliding door, folding sliding door). Low susceptibility to pressure enables
them to be used for closing rooms with high pressure
differences. Possible structural measures for fitting the
door leaf, the high space requirement and in some cases,
high weights depending on the design load, influence
the drive systems needed to operate the doors. Singleleaf and two-leaf sliding doors are marked by a simple
and compact means of construction with relatively
straightforward sealing edges (Fig. 4). Although sliding
doors are frequently provided with drive units, they can
often comply with the escape door requirements by running on a skillfully selected inclined rail or with the aid
of a counterweight provided with an automatic, currentfree closing mechanism using manual operation.
The segment sliding door consists of two door leaves
connected with hinges (Fig. 5). The system can be installed even given constricted conditions by folding one
leaf away. An automatic, current-free closing mechanism with counterweight can also be applied here. The
more complex sealing systems in the hinges are disadvantageous here. Given high sealing requirements an
additional sealing system as e. g. an inflatable seal has to
be applied.
Telescopic sliding doors can accomodate two or
more door leaves (Fig. 6). The individual leaves are
“stacked” when opened. Depending on the model, a
guide rail per leaf or a rail-guidance system can be used.
The more complex and heavier manner of construction
is compensated by its compactness especially given very
large versions.
The pressure-independent rotary sliding door combines the advantages of the sliding and rotary swing
door (Fig. 7). The opening procedure for the person

Fig. 4: One and two leaf sliding door
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Fig. 5: Segment sliding door

Fig. 6: Telescopic sliding door

trying to escape is the same as in the case of the pivoting sliding door, however, without a lever having to be
engaged. The door is simply pushed open. A rotary and
sliding movement takes place at the same time when
the door is opened. It is closed automatically by means
of a counterweight, with the closing speed being regulated through a damper mechanism. This extremely
space-saving means of construction can also be opened
given high pressure differences. In addition, this door is
highly suitable for providing handicapped accessibility.
Pivoting sliding doors are characterized by the pivot
point in the axes of the door leaves (Fig. 8). As this is
located in the middle of the location, this otherwise
simple system requires a great deal of space.

2.5 Revolving or Rotating Doors
Revolving or rotating doors consist of two or more door
leaves, attached to a vertical central axis, turning within
a round enclosure. It is designed in such a way that the
door permits access from both sides at the same time. As
the revolving door functions independent of pressure,
it can also be used as airlock. The main disadvantage is
above all that it takes up a lot of space. It represents an
Fig. 8: Pivoting sliding door

Fig. 7: Pressure-independent revolving sliding door
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insurmountable obstacle for emergency equipment such
as e. g. stretchers in particular. Furthermore, it can jam
should escaping persons want to pass through both sides.

2.6 Rolling Gates
Rolling gates comprise a large number of horizontal
door leaves or slats, which are rolled up or down on a
horizontal shaft. This extremely compact and rapidly
opening system can be safely installed above the door
opening safe from third-party intervention. Owing to
the many connecting points possessed by the slats, rolling gates are not particularly suitable for fulfilling sealing functions. It is also inadvisable to use them to close
off main evacuation routes, as the opening mechanism
of rolling gates cannot immediately be identified as such
in the event of evacuation.

3 Considering the Life Cycle
Apart from technical aspects the system’s life span must
also be taken into consideration. Ensuring that the door
system will last the conventional 50 years actually represents a major challenge. Temperature and moisture
both play a significant role here. In the Gotthard Base
Tunnel these lie between –15 °C and +40 °C given
relative air humidity of up to 90 %. Especially in view
of these environmental conditions the door material
for operational facilities must be high-grade. Stainless
steels have proved their value for metal structures. Galvanized surfaces also provide good protection; these
can be damaged, however, by dust, rockfall or other
external influences so that the basic material corrodes.
Furthermore, building components and resources such
as oils and greases should be sustainable in order to prevent damage resulting from aging such as deposits and
precipitations.
Alternating pressure load, however, causes the greatest strain on escape doors resulting from train services
Fig. 9: Cross-passage door in the Lötschberg Base Tunnel
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in the tunnel. Depending on the length and diameter of
the tunnel as well as the front surface of the train alternating loads in excess of +/–10 kPa can be generated.
The high pressure loads are mainly caused by the train
entering and leaving the tunnel. The resultant pressure
impact wave runs through the tunnel and is reflected at
the end of the tunnel and the resultant wave interferences lead to gradually diminishing alternating pressure
loads. These must be taken into account for dimensioning the entire system of doors during the total life cycle.
Swiss findings are dealt with at length in Section 4.
Together with alternating load, dust must be paid attention to when contemplating the life cycle. Owing to
the ongoing suction-pump movement in the tunnel the
moist-sticky dust is deposited everywhere. Especially
in the case of electric components this can lead to unwanted short circuits and outages of these components,
which can considerably affect tunnel operations.
Given these circumstances, regular servicing and
maintenance of these systems is a significant factor for
ensuring that the required demands and the quality
called for are fulfilled. Apart from sustainable structural parts, rapid accessibility and ease in replacing
components must be assured. In the case of long tunnels in particular the journey to the job site can take up
a substantial portion of the maintenance shift so that
the actual maintenance itself might only last some four
to five hours. Owing to local conditions the systems
are extremely compact thus representing a contradiction in terms. Fast closing and intelligent replacement
concepts for key components, auxiliary aggregates and
maintenance units redress matters.

4 Experience gained from Swiss
Tunnelling for future Projects
Looking back over several decades of tunnelling in
Switzerland, the diversity during the accomplishment
of projects is evident. Escape doors remain no exception
in this case. One of the most important conclusions is
the positive effect of collaboration among the clients,
operators and contractors. As a result, ventilation as
well as escape and rescue concepts can be agreed on at
an early stage of the project.
In Switzerland, the sliding door system (Fig. 9) as
the main escape door between the roadway and evacuation tunnel has established itself as far as escape doors
are concerned. The reasons are attributable on the one
hand to the need for the doors to be opened and closed
at any time. This has to be ensured particularly in situations in which the emergency ventilation in the event of
fire generates a difference in pressure between the evacuation tunnel and the roadway. On the other hand, the
sliding door avoids the leaves of a swing or rotating door
projecting into the roadway, which can lead to accidents.
The escape doors in Switzerland are made of stainless
steel material (V4 A, e. g. 1.4404) and meet fire resistance class E 90 for railways and class E 30 for roads.
Taking fire protection into consideration and the
related safety that is assured, the functioning capacity
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and sustainability of the system for as unhampered operation as possible must be addressed. In the case of the
Gotthard Base Tunnel alternating loads of +/–20 kPa
were defined as dimensioning criteria. If one takes an
“average SBB tunnel” with 113 trains daily on 360 days
per year and four relevant reverberations as the basis,
this results in over 8 million alternating loads over 50
years. This has to be taken into account for the entire
door system throughout the complete life cycle. In
comparison, 2 million load cycles was predetermined
as the dimensioning factor in the Lötschberg and Gotthard Base Tunnels.
The realistic capture of the alternating load represents a significant feature. Here the load collective
represented the main factor. However, now the sustainability and first and foremost the load peak in other
words the duration and intensity of the pressure wave
should be applied for dimensioning purposes. The progressing refinement of pressure simulation programmes
as well as the measured values determined and collected in various tunnels in the meantime provide very
precise parameters for dimensioning purposes. As far
as the high constant load is concerned a test lab with
a pressure-alternating load test stand is being set up at
present at the Hagerbach Test Gallery. In this way, the
long-term behaviour of structural parts is to be tested in
a genuine tunnel environment.
Dust disturbance must also receive more attention
in order to prevent electric components failing. Possible starting points are an ingenious filter-ventilation
concept, more efficient sealing systems for doors or
switch cabinets or, alternatively, the relocating of electric systems into a separate, controlled area. In the end,
the motto should be to find a solution which is as simple as possible.
Straightforward technical solutions must also be
striven for in relation to electric components. Defective
sensors, drive units and regulators can negatively affect
reliability and increase the need for maintenance espe-
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cially in the case of major structures with a long service
life.
In future, it seems likely that the evacuation requirements will be stepped up taking the handicapped, senior
citizens and children more into consideration. It is essential that escape doors are designed to be suitable for
wheelchair users especially in view of an aging population so that they can be safety utilized as easily as possible.

5 Conclusion
The demands posed on escape doors in tunnels are
manifold and sophisticated. Apart from high technical
system availability lasting several decades, coordination
of the ventilation concepts with those relating to escape
and rescue represents a challenge. Experience has shown
that the key factors for accomplishing a successful project are:
▶▶ Early technical and economic consideration and
planning of escape doors for their total life cycle
with the inclusion of the corresponding experts
▶▶ The utilization of high-grade materials, which
comply with the sophisticated environmental conditions as far as possible without compromise in a
sustainable fashion
▶▶ Application of concepts and systems that are as
straightforward as possible, which are capable of
controlling the complexity of the solution and guarantee the state of the art for decades on end through
regular maintenance
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Arlberg Road Tunnel in Austria – complex
General Overhaul and Retrofitting Escapeways
Dipl.-HTL Ing. Christoph Wanker, Project Manager Arlberg Tunnel, ASFINAG Bau Management GmbH, Innsbruck, Austria

The Arlberg Tunnel is Austria`s longest road tunnel. The present general overhaul of this main
transport artery designed to enhance traffic safety represents a major logistical challenge albeit it
is unavoidable. This report examines the extent of
redevelopment and the approach adopted by the
ASFINAG to master the challenges posed.
Tunnelling • Major project • Redevelopment •
Safety • Planning • Tender •
Construction management

Introduction
The Arlberg Road Tunnel is almost 14 km long making
it the longest road tunnel in Austria and the most important inner-Austrian east-west transport link open all
year round apart from the Arlberg Rail Tunnel between
the federal states of Tyrol and Vorarlberg. It forms the
mountain route of the S 16 and is located between St.
Anton in Tyrol and Langen in Vorarlberg. The Arlberg
Tunnel is part of the trans-European road network and
is also of major significance for tourism in the region
(Fig. 1).
Work began on producing the Arlberg Road Tunnel in1974 (Figs. 2 + 3). The project that cost 4 billion
shillings at the time was opened for traffic only four
years later. Nowadays, as many as 8,000 vehicles use the
tunnel each day and by 2025 this figure is expected to
jump to around 9,700. After being in use for more than
35 years, the operator ASFINAG decided it was time
for a general overhaul and some retrofitting of the tunnel between 2014 and 2017, as demanded by the need
for higher traffic safety.

Overview of the Redevelopment Project

Fig. 1: Arlberg region in winter
Source: Fotolia@AndiPu

Fig. 2: Building the Arlberg Tunnel during the 1970s –
view of the construction site
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In order to fulfil the requirements of the Road Tunnel Safety Law (STSG) [1] escape routes, breakdown
bays etc. must be revamped by April 2019 at the latest. In addition, a general overhaul is being carried out
on the road tunnel that has been operating since 1978
(Figs. 4 + 5). On account of the traffic volumes and the
prediction values the Arlberg Tunnel will continue to
be operated as a bi-directional tunnel. The safety techFig. 3: Building the Arlberg Tunnel during the 1970s –
excavation work
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Fig. 4: Tunnel cross-section indicating measures for providing
escape routes and breakdown bays

nical equipment will then fulfil all relevant regulations
and guidelines. The Arlberg Tunnel will be developed
into the safest possible two-way tunnel thanks to the
refurbishing and modification measures.
The essential measures being undertaken at a cost of
160 million euros are:
▶▶ Eight new breakdown bays being built at the north
sidewall and three caverns for supply facilities
▶▶ Construction of an additional escape route at the
intake air duct over a length of 14 km with 37 new
accesses and exits
▶▶ Installation of a high-pressure mist sprinkling system
▶▶ Installation of thermo-scanner devices in front of
the tunnel portals
▶▶ Renewal of the electro-technical equipment

Difficulties relating to
the Planning Process
Planning of the project – spearheaded by the IL – Ingenieurbüro Laabmayr & Partner ZT GesmbH, Salzburg
began in November 2010. Originally the planning was
based on a joint project undertaken with the ÖBB,

Fig. 5: Tunnel cross-section indicating measures for the general
overhaul

which foresaw the connecting passages between the
road tunnel and the rail tunnel being reduced from the
current 1,700 m gap to roughly 850 m. All construction
measures would have taken place via the road tunnel.
However, in late 2012, the ÖBB announced that there
was no need to reduce the gap between escape routes in
the case of the rail tunnel. Subsequently the ÖBB formally withdrew from the project and the plans remodelled to suit ASFINAG’s requirements.

More Safety with a special Concept
Retrofitting Escape Routes and
Breakdown Bays
No less than eight escape and rescue routes were set up
between the rail and road tunnels from 2004 to 2007.
This represented a joint investment between ASFINAG
and ÖBB amounting to 49 million euros.
The escape route concept involving escape ways at
maximum gaps of 500 m contains the escape and rescue
routes (FRW 1) already produced between the Arlberg
Rail Tunnel and the Arlberg Road Tunnel from 2004 to
2007 as well as a further 37 escape routes (Fig. 6), which

Fig. 6: New escape route concept for the Arlberg Road Tunnel - location of the escape routes
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Fig. 7: Semicircular passage rising from the driving zone to the air supply duct

in future will mainly lead as semi-circular passages from
the carriageway up to the air supply duct at the tunnel
ceiling (Fig. 7). From there the escape routes run to
the exits to so-called assembly rooms or into the open.
Escaping persons can thus safely reach the protected
assembly rooms between the rail and road tunnels via
the air supply duct. The ability to reach these facilities
quickly is essential as every second can count.
The existing 16 breakdown bays at the south sidewall were produced on account of the original project
conception that involved building a second tunnel tube.
Consequently, eight new breakdown bays at the north
sidewall were to be set up in the course of the STSG
modification measures.

Tunnel Equipment
Fire Extinguisher Recesses
Fire extinguisher recesses are installed in keeping with
safety technical standards in all new and existing breakdown bays.

Drainage System
The drainage system has been converted from a mixed
system to a separation system with the installation of a
new slotted channel and made state of the art.

Extinguishing Water System
The entire extinguishing water system in the tunnel
has been renewed. After renewing the complete north
elevated shoulder (extinguishing water system, slotted channel etc.), 167 inspection recesses at the north
sidewall are to be tackled as part of the redevelopment
procedure.

Thermo-scanners identify overheated
heavy Vehicles
Thermo-scanners were set up at both of the Arlberg
Tunnel’s portals so that lorries with apparent signs of
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
www.georesources.net

overheating can be identified automatically and prevented from entering the tunnel. This safety system has
proved its worth in the Karawanken Tunnel. Potential
sources of danger are in this way eliminated prior to
passing through the tunnel.

Sprinkler Mist System improves Fire
Fighting
A modern high-pressure sprinkler mist system has been
installed, which is intended to counteract high heat development in the event of fire thus making the escape
routes even safer. The special feature about this sprinkler
system is that immediately a fire seat is identified in the
tunnel, the sprinkler system within the affected section
is triggered. Drops of water are distributed throughout
the tunnel interior under high pressure by means of fine
jets. A water mist is formed, which at once reduces the
temperature of the developing fire seat. In this way, an
initial step in combatting fire is undertaken even before
the fire brigade reaches the scene. Water containers each
with a capacity of approx. 300 m³ are set up in the vicinity of the St. Jakob and Langen operating centres.

Profiled Edge Markings against
frontal Collisions
So-called “profiled edge markings” cut into the carriageway were chosen as a central demarcation. Road
users are jolted awake in the truest sense of the word
should they pass over these markings. These aids are intended to prevent serious frontal collisions.

Ventilation System, Lighting,
Operating and Safety Equipment
and other Installations
Apart from modifying and revamping the entire ventilation system, the tunnel lighting as well as the complete operating and safety equipment (video, radio,
emergency, traffic and control technology) including
the total cabling and control units have to be renewed.
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The existing doors and gates have to be replaced and the
tunnel repainted. Furthermore, three technical rooms
are being set up (stub with FQ cross-section of approx.
50 m in length) for the medium-voltage systems and
transformers in the tunnel. Extensive concrete repair
work is being carried out in the galleries at the east and
west portals over a length of 1,600 m.

“Tunnel Ears” for unusual Noises
In addition, the tunnel is being provided with the intelligent acoustic system AKUT. Here special microphones record noises in the tunnel. Should unusual
noises occur – say screeching tyres or slamming car
doors – the alarm is raised in the next control centre
more quickly than via video or other safety facilities.

Coordinating the Construction 
Planning and Traffic Guidance
during the Construction Period
It was already obvious when planning started that there
would have to be closures on the number 1 east-west
link during the redevelopment procedure. A rail service
from Schnann to Langen was also included in the planning deliberations for these phases. A range of various
alternatives was worked out and compared (building
with running traffic right up to building the second Arlberg Tunnel tube). Both ideas – building with running
traffic as well as building the second Arlberg Tunnel
tube – were eliminated as non-feasible alternatives.
A seasonal division of the construction scheme was
developed during the planning process, which assured
that the Arlberg Tunnel can be used without hindrance
in the daytime during the winter months from November to April. This took into account the enormous significance of the Arlberg Tunnel for the region as well
as the importance of tourism. Complete closure times
for the tunnel were restricted to the summer months
in 2015 and 2017 and in addition, a defined number of
individual night closures permitted. The total scheme
was split up into:
Fig. 8: Driving an escape tunnel
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▶▶ Activities without interruption to traffic, whose execution was not restricted and thus is possible during the day as well as at night
▶▶ Activities in the traffic zone or that influence the
traffic zone, whose execution is confined to the
night hours, as alternating queues would be necessary at the portals to ensure that traffic was guided
past inevitable hindrances.
In addition to the detailed examination of extensive alternatives routes for the closure periods, a widespread
information campaign was embarked on two years prior
to starting construction for all stakeholders and affected
parties.

Geology in and around the Tunnel and
the new Evacuation Tunnel
The project area is entirely located in the weak metamorphic gneiss-granite zone at the north fringe of the
Silvretta mass in the proximity of the nappe boundary
extending from east to west, which separates the crystalline sequence in the south from the northern Limestone
Alps. This lineament between carbonate and crystalline
sequences is characterized as morphologic in valley
formations (Stanzertal, Steßbach Graben, Ariensattel,
Alpe Rauz and Klostertal). The tunnel roads of the existing Arlberg Road Tunnel are located entirely in the
phyllite-gneiss zone. Thus all projected escape tunnels
are also situated in this tectonic unit (Figs. 8 + 9). The
rock layers within the project area possess intensive
polymetamorphous character and strong tectonization
(schistosity, folding, forming of cataclasites and fault
gouges in intensively fragmented areas and fault zones).
The retrograde metamorphous conditions cause the
gneisses, granite gneisses and mica slates to phyllonitize
extensively within the phyllite-gneiss zone. Thanks to
the high degree of exploration attained by the geology
and the good positive recognitions gained from it, as far
as can be determined no further effects are anticipated.
Fig. 9: Supporting an escape tunnel
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Project-related Model Tender
Awarded to General Contractor
As a result of the complex interrelationships and linkages between the requirements and activities relating
to building and the parts of the electric and mechanical
engineering, which have to considered within the overall project, the ASFINAG felt that the tender and the
award should be given to a general contractor. This has
already been successfully practiced on several occasions
for refurbishing projects. The interface coordination
and organization of the detailed processes are in this
case tied to commissioning the contractor. No alternative to the selected model tender was foreseen for redeveloping the Arlberg Tunnel.

Drafting the Contract to optimize the technical Planning and Processes
A model was developed in conjunction with the VIBÖ
(Association of Austrian Industrial Construction Companies) captioned “Creative Redeveloping and Upgrading”. This also enables the contractor to undertake optimizations to the project after submitting the tender and
being commissioned. It was decided to split the financial bonus resulting from optimization as a further incentive for this model. The contractor receives a period
of time to reflect on how to optimize the project between being awarded the contract and the start of construction. In this way, it is intended to reap benefit from
the practical experience and in most cases the good approaches by the responsible contractor for finding solutions. The findings are to be taken into consideration
for subsequent projects so that they can be planned and
executed more efficiently. The responsible contractor’s
proposals regarding optimization will subsequently be
assessed with an eye to quality and equivalence and
Fig. 10: Safety measures for working in the traffic zone

taken over in the execution planning if found worthy.
After planning and process optimization is over, the
contract is adjusted accordingly including a cap on the
optimized parts that are implemented. In the case of the
Arlberg Tunnel project the “Creative Redeveloping and
Upgrading” model was applied as a pilot project. Towards this end, the main approaches were adjusted to
the circumstances and special aspects of the project and
integrated in the tender. In spite of the construction
project’s major complexity and the special framework
conditions, it was possible to implement creative ideas,
which benefit both parties to the contract.

Executing Construction
Two total Closures outside
the Winter Season
During the overhaul and upgrading work on the Arlberg Road Tunnel it was essential that traffic ran as
smoothly as possible. This in fact represented a major
logistical problem for planning and execution. It is impossible to produce new escape routes without closures,
as the safety installations in the tunnel are not available
during construction operations. Two total closures in
2015 and 2017 were and still are inevitable. In advance,
the ASFINAG resorted to a range of measures in conjunction with authorities, organizations and the states
of Tyrol and Vorarlberg to ensure that during this time
traffic can run as smoothly as possible over the detour
routes – via the Arlberg Pass or more circumtuitously
via Germany or Switzerland.
The first total closure on April 21, 2015, was brought
to an end as scheduled on November 14, 2015. Since
November 15, 2015, coinciding with the beginning
of the winter season the tunnel has been in use again.
However work is forging ahead without interruption on improving traffic safety in the Arlberg Tunnel.
Traffic stops in the night hours between 8.00 pm and
5.00 am. Queues have to wait alternately at the tunnel
portals for up to 30 minutes. Motorists are able to drive
in either direction through the single-bore tunnel in
spite of work pushing ahead (Fig. 10). Work goes on
seven days per week. The Arlberg Tunnel is due to be
closed completely for a second time from mid-April
2017 to the end of September 2017.

Night turns to Day – Work only under the
most stringent Safety Regulations
The outlay for the general overhaul and producing the
new escape routes in the Arlberg Tunnel is huge – above
all with regard to safety for motorists and for workers
in the tunnel: special control vehicles accompany traffic through the tunnel and report back as soon as the
way for the other direction is clear. The greatest challenge entails integrating the site traffic. In the tunnel,
construction site vehicles travel in both directions.
This must also be geared to the traffic, which is passing
through the tunnel in one direction. Great care is taken
to observe that times are exactly adhered to. The exact
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
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Fig. 11: Thermo-scanner in front of tunnel portal

number of queues per night depends on how work progresses and the volume of traffic.
ASFINAG has taken suitable precautions: a flexible
system on site with extra staff in the control centre and
security guards posted in the tunnel make it possible to
give priority to traffic coming from the other direction
at short notice. In this way, lengthy waiting times are
prevented by acting swiftly.
The tunnel’s own “countdown information panels”,
which indicate waiting times in advance, are also useful.

Fig. 12: Access to thermo-scanner

These are set up at Schnann and the Malfonbach Tunnel
on the Tyrol side, at the service station and Klösterle and
directly at the Arlberg Tunnel portal on the Vorarlberg
side. The motorist can then decide whether he wants to
wait for a green light or not.

Current Work Status
The interim balance after concluding the first total
closure of the Arlberg Tunnel is really impressive. 36
of the 37 additional escape routes have already been
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constructed, eight further breakdown bays are at the
carcass stage and practically finished. Seven fans were
removed, overhauled and reinstalled. The drainage system and extinguishing water supply were completely
renewed during the total closure of the Arlberg Tunnel. 80 % of the high-pressure sprinkler mist system has
been completed.
However, the motorist can only see a few of the new
safety features. The new profiled edge markings in the
interior of the tunnel, which were cut into the carriageway as central dividers are certainly noticeable. Tunnel
users are suddenly jolted awake of they cross the marking – an aid already tried-and-tested in other tunnels in
order to avoid serious frontal collisions.
The two thermo-scanners at the tunnel portals are
certainly visible in fact they are already operational
(Fig. 11). Lorries drive – separated from the traffic flow
(Fig. 12) – through the scanner and are brought to a
halt by a gate in front of the tunnel should they be overheated. There is a special berth for them to cool down at
both portals of the Arlberg Tunnel. Once temperature
has reached normal, lorries can pass through the tunnel
without difficulty.
By autumn 2017 the tunnel will also have had LED
lighting of the latest generation installed in it. Over a
distance of almost 400 m the ASFINAG is setting up
a test stretch with the new lighting to collect as much
experience with this technology as possible.
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Reference Data on Refurbishment and
General Overhaul of the Arlberg Road
Tunnel
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Summary

▶▶

After all these activities have been concluded, the
ASFINAG`s customers, the motorists will be able to
use a safe tunnel complying with the latest state of technology.

▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
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Total length including galleries: 15,508 m
Opened: December 1, 1978
New investment: 160 million euros
Start of construction: December 2014
Completion: September 2017
End of first total closure: November 14, 2015
Next total closure: April 18, 2017 to September 26, 2017
Number of breakdown bays once completed:
24
Existing escape and rescue routes: 8
Number of additional escape routes via air
supply ducts: 37
Gap between escape routes once completed:
< 500 m
Newly constructed breakdown bays: 8
Daily traffic volume: 8,000 vehicles/24 h
Predicted traffic by 2025: 9,700 vehicles/24 h

Figures, Data, Facts about the
Construction Site
▶▶ 50,000 safety devices and automatic units
▶▶ 122,000 system data points for integration in
the monitoring centre
▶▶ 52 km of cables in the entire tunnel
▶▶ 10,100 lamps to be disassembled
▶▶ 1,100 LED control system units at the sides
▶▶ 3,000 LED lamps to be installed
▶▶ 2,000 emergency lamps in the air supply duct
alone
▶▶ 1,250 km of new cables throughout the entire
tunnel, with 63 km of cable only for the lighting systems
▶▶ New road drainage throughout the entire
tunnel
▶▶ New extinguishing water piping
▶▶ New high-pressure sprinkler mist system
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Tunnelling Jumbos –
Innovation based on Experience

Anne Suonurmi, Product Marketing Manager, Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology, Finland
Virginia Varela-Eyre, Sandvik Construction, North America

Long Line of Success
The Sandvik tunnelling jumbo DT series traces its heritage back 50 years to Tamrock jumbo drill rigs (Fig. 1).
The drills’ modular design provides them with flexibility and versatility in attacking a wall of rock. Their ability to steadily power through rock coupled with their
optimized cycle times, add-up to productive hours at
the head of a tunnel. These and other features are examples of an evolving line of equipment that keeps building on its heritage. For decades, Sandvik worked with
various tunneling projects around the world.
Exemplarily two current case stories are described
briefly: the Solbakktunnel in Norway and the Acapulco
Tunnel in Mexico. The longtime experience is applied
to innovations and has influenced the enhanced tunnel
jumbo type depicted in this article.

For decades, Sandvik worked with various tunneling projects around the world. Exemplarily two
current case stories using tunnelling jumbos are
described briefly. The longtime experience is applied to innovations and has influenced the innovative and enhanced tunnel jumbo type depicted
in this article.
Tunnelling • Machinery • Drill+blast •
Innovation • Case studies • Norway • Mexico

Case Stories
Solbakktunnel in Norway
Marti IAV Solbakk DA, a joint venture of Marti Contractors Ltd (Switzerland), Marti Norge (Norway) and
IAV (Iceland), all part of Marti Group of Switzerland,
chose Sandvik DTi jumbos for the excavation of Solbakktunnel, a part of the Ryfast Project in Norway
(Fig. 2).
The project owner is the Norwegian Highways Authority Statens Vegvesen. The whole project includes
eight contracts, and the E02 for the Northern part of
Solbakktunnel was awarded to Marti Group. Once finished in 2019 the four tunnels that together comprise
the Ryfast project will be the longest subsea road tunnel
in the world. Solbakktunnel is one of the tunnels in the
Norwegian mega-project Ryfast, the purpose of which
is to build a ferry-free connection between the local agricultural area of Nord Jæren and Ryfylke.
The 14.3 km long Solbakktunnel consists of two
tunnels with two lanes of 70.5 m2. The amount of excavation will be about 1.2 million m3 and the steepest slope about 8 %, which is the maximum gradient
allowed. Another challenge in the project is its depth;
the deepest part of the tunnel is down to 290 m below
sea level.
Marti decided to use two Sandvik DT1131i and two
DT921i jumbos as well as rock tools and services for
the excavation of the Solbakktunnel. Sandvik iSURE
tunnel management tool is used for planning the excavation and also for analyzing the process. This together
with the intelligent machines allows better control
on possible under and over break and optimizing the
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Fig. 1: Tamrock jumbo drill rigs back 50 years
Source of all figures: Sandvik

Fig. 2: Tunnelling jumbo Sandvik DT113i in Solbakktunnel in Norway
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Fig. 3: Tunnelling jumbo in Acapulco Tunnel
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whole excavation process. One of the DT921is also has
a mechanized rod handling system TRH for long hole
injection drilling.
The jumbos feature an iDATA control system, powerful high frequency RD525 rock drills, robust booms,
advanced drill string guides, and FOPS-certified, spacious 3i cabins. The DTis are meant for automatic use
but allow the operator to fine-tune the process if the
rock conditions so require.
On December 10th, 2015, according to Marti AS
the Solbakk Tunnel has reached its deepest point at
289.5 m below sea level. Never before has a road tunnel reached this depth below sea level. Nearly two and
a half years after the beginning of the excavation, have
4.4 km of the total of 7.9 km of the tunnel tubes been
blasted out. The interior finishing and road construction, which are executed parallel to the excavation
work, are on schedule.

Acapulco Tunnel in Mexico

Fig. 4: Demanding geology in Acapulco Tunnel
Fig. 5: Demanding working environment in Acapulco Tunnel
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The Acapulco Tunnel in Mexico is of massive importance to the region. It will dramatically change traffic
patterns for the city and surrounding area, slash the
commute time from the airport to the Acapulco Bay
resorts to a few minutes, reduce vehicular accident
rates, and spur new economic development around the
bay. The new toll road running north from the airport
through the tunnel will be 8 km long.
A Mexican construction company, Acatunel SA de
CV Consorcio ICA – Carso, successfully bid to drill
the 3.2 km tunnel through the Cumbres de Llano Largo Mountain, part of the rugged Sierra Madre del Sur
range. Tunnelling will run from Cayaco on the south
side of the mountain to Brisamar on the bay side. The
Acatunel engineers are relying on Sandvik, DT820-SC
and DT1131-SC tunnelling jumbos to methodically
punch through the mountain by July of 2016 (Fig. 3).
The ambitious nature of the project means that the
sight of traffic flowing through the tunnel is at least six
months away. Acatunel teams are still inside the mountain and working their way through it in two 12 hour
shifts each day. The tunnel is advancing about 7.2 m
each working day. Some days, the progress does not
come easily as the Cumbres de Llano Largo geology has
proven to be less than perfect for tunnelling (Fig. 4).
The base of Cumbres de Llano Largo Mountain itself is
comprised mostly of granite (made up of quartz, mica
and felspar) and basalt. These two abrasive and hard
types of rock provide a major challenge to both the
drilling teams and their equipment.
One particular problem that drillers are encountering is a great deal of water is being encountered. This
must be collected and diverted. Some of the rock is riven
with fractures, which lead to collapses and landslides.
In addition to dealing with geological faults, the
drilling crews are working on a downward sloping tunnel floor. This worsens the water issues (Fig. 5). It also
places a premium on the stability of drilling machines.
That is not a problem for the Sandvik Construction
Suonurmi and Varela-Eyre:
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DT1131-SC. Though the jumbo drill is fully 18 metres
long from its rear overhang to the front of its fully-extended booms, its SAHR fail-safe disc brakes securely
lock the machine in place.
Furthermore the DT1131-SC rig is a large rig which
further enhances its stability in these arduous conditions. Weighing 44 tons the electro-hydraulic tunnelling jumbo unit carries three booms that can excavate
an area 18 m across and 11 m high. The four wheel drive
boom carrier is powered by a 148 horsepower diesel engine, and is carried on 14.00-24PR 28 tires, with dual
wheels on the front where the long booms are attached.
Acatunel stresses safety for its 350 employees. This
was one of the major reasons the company states it
chose the Sandvik tunnelling jumbo for the Acapulco
project. Besides being stable in operation, and pairing
a powerful engine with fail-safe braking systems, the
DT1131-SC boasts an FOPS certified cabin that insulates its operator against the noise and vibration that
comes with drilling through rock. Large window areas
surround the operator station so that the operator has
full view of the moving, swaying 3,300 kg booms as well
as any auxiliary personnel working nearby.
To meet the challenge where the drilling boom
meets the rock, Acatunel is using Sandvik T38-Hex35R32 16 foot rods, T38-T38 couplings and RD525
drifter shanks with 48 mm bits. Acatunel has also utilized Sandvik DX680 and DX700 drill rigs to open the
tunnel, and create benching for water drainage within
the tunnel.
To fully acquaint Acatunel engineers with the
DT1131-SC, Sandvik provided technical training. Not
all Sandvik support for the project must be flown in
long distance. Some is as close as the Mexico Sandvik
Construction headquarters in Guadalajara.
An important landmark was achieved on the 25th
October 2015 when the upper connection of the tunnel was finalized. Furthermore, as part of the contract,
Acatunel has agreed to return to Acapulco after the
dedicated tunnel reaches a predicted vehicular traffic
saturation rate of 13,500 vehicles a day. At that point,
the contractor will again roll out his tunnelling jumbos
and drill rigs and construct a second, parallel tunnel
through the mountain.
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Fig. 6: Fully automated versatile DT922i tunnelling jumbo introduced in 2015 –
side view A

Fig. 7: Fully automated versatile DT922i tunnelling jumbo introduced in 2015
– side view B
Fig. 8: Fully automated versatile DT922i tunnelling
jumbo introduced in 2015 – view from rear

New innovative and enhanced
Tunnelling Jumbo
In 2015 Sandvik Construction introduced a completely new tunnelling jumbo: the fully automated DT922i.
The aim was to create an all-round jumbo:
▶▶ High in performance
▶▶ Reliable in use
▶▶ With the same intelligence like the other i-series
jumbos
▶▶ Flexibility in terms of new carrier and improved
automation
The DT922i is a fully-automated electro-hydraulic
two-boom tunnelling jumbo with a completely new
Suonurmi and Varela-Eyre:
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articulated carrier (Figs. 6-8). It offers unique intelligence, true power and ultimate versatility to handle
any tunnelling job that comes along. Designed to improve the tunnelling quality through its novel automation and planning function, the DT922i has been
developed for excavating cross sections up to 125 m²,
including face drilling, bolt hole drilling, and longhole drilling.

Maximized Versatility
The DT922i comes with many new features that increase productivity simply through the machine’s
genuine adaptability to different working sites. The
new articulated carrier enables the jumbo to operate
in tight tunnels with narrow corners. Moreover, the
new optional cabin lifting system gives improved visibility, but at the same time allows to tram in low tunnels. The hydrostatic transmission system and joystick
control enables very precise dynamic control of tramming speed and steering. The multi-voltage concept
for different electric voltages allows easy and fast shift
to different working sites. Combined with the efficient
RD525 rock drill, intelligent drilling and boom control systems, as well as the iSURE tunnel management
system, the DT922i offers a combination for any tunnel excavation.

Advanced Drilling and
Boom Control Systems
Optimized performance with amplified drilling automation, corner stones for the design of the new tunneling jumbo, has resulted from the use of Sandvik Intelligent Control System Architecture (SICA). This is a
well-proven drilling control system with nine different
hole type settings, and three alternative control methods: manual drilling control, feed percussion follow-up,
and intelligent torque control. The DT922i also possesses a new easy-to-use boom control system with three
different modes for manual boom control. With this
new technology the accuracy of drilling is improved.

Efficient Drilling
Equipped with the powerful Sandvik RD525 rock drill
which provides 17 % higher penetration rates, 40 %
longer tool life for the shank, as well as 17 % for the bits
(when compared to its predecessors), the DT922i delivers superb performance in any conditions. Its two accurate SB100i booms are equipped with stiff square shape

profile giving maximized support to the rock drills and
further add to the precision in drilling.

Operator Comfort with ergonomic Cabin
and state-of-the-art User Interface
The DT922i’s new cabin comes with improved ergonomics and maximized safety. The new design delivers
25 % greater visibility sector, reduced dust levels and
provides more operator space. With noise levels under
69 dB at all times, it thus supplies a comfortable and
safe working environment for the operator. Additionally the new state-of-the-art user interface, with touchscreen, is easy to work displaying comprehensive diagnostics with all drilling and carrier parameters split into
logical subsystems and shown on one display.

EHS Features in-built
Environmental, health and safety (EHS) issues have not
been forgotten in the design of the new DT922i. All
lights of the new jumbo are based on LED-technology,
which when compared to the more commonly used
High Intensity Discharge (HID) lights, have up to
500 % increased lifetime, and consume 50 % less energy. In addition, the laser scanner access detection system optimizes personnel safety. The DT922i is available
with the fuel efficient and emissions friendly Tier 3 diesel engine (119 kW) as standard, or the optional Tier 4
Final (122 kW), which provides even greater levels of
reduced emissions, with the powerpack consisting of
two 75 kW IE3 compliant electric motors. These being
just examples of the new jumbo’s EHS-features, which
enable the DT922i to be a trailblazer in modern underground drilling, not just from a productivity perspective but also an EHS one.

Automated Drill Planning
Two automation levels are also offered. The standard
gold package facilitates drilling according to predefined
drill plans. This automation level includes features such
as drilling to predefined depth, drill plan visualization, rig navigation and an option for automatic long
hole drilling. It also integrates the iSURE tunnel management tool for creating accurate plans for drilling,
charging and blasting, as well as data collection and
analysis tool for improving work cycle and process. The
enhanced platinum standard includes all features from
the gold package, but enables full automatic face drilling with “iDATA”.
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Industrie 4.0 – The Industrial Internet of Things
Hidden Champion
Highly automated Systems in Underground Mining Operations
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Andreas Merchiers, Bochum University of Applied Sciences, Bochum, Germany
Dr.-Ing. Fiona Mavroudis, Eickhoff Bergbautechnik GmbH, Bochum, Germany
Dr.-Ing. Gregor Brudek, Schalker Eisenhütte Maschinenfabrik GmbH, Bochum, Germany

This report presents two examples of applications by
the Eickhoff Group from different sectors of the mining process chain: longwall mining by the cutting winning method as well as haulage by rail in ore mining.
The Eickhoff Group has been one of the technological leaders in the further development of mechanised
mining thanks to its innovative methods tailored to the
customer. In this connection, automation of the group’s
own products beyond the machine limits actually
forms a focal point for its current research and development activities.

Market Expectations and Challenges
Optimisation of the mining process represents the key
to economically successful mining: the costs per tonne
of mined valuable mineral largely depend on the performance and the costs of the equipment used, quite
apart from its availability and the amount of resources
applied in terms of energy and manpower. Should these
factors be optimised this is directly reflected in the production costs per tonne of valuable mineral; an increase
in operating point concentration thanks to a more efficient production chain reduces the costs for the underground infrastructure. Requirements relating to quality
control and productivity along with automation resulting from this motivation continue to grow. Mechanical engineering calls for constant further development;
the utilisation of innovative technologies becomes ever
more important.
The ever growing awareness of safety standards
causes further major aspects of research and development activities – the Australian market deserves mention here. The warding off and prevention of acute potential dangers as well as avoiding substantial impacts
on manpower and the environment are becoming of
ever increasing significance in mining throughout the
world. Efficient solutions are expected from equipment
suppliers in order to prevent occupational diseases and
to protect man and machine in holistic terms. Thus for
example the legal emission standards are hard to reach
in combatting dust in spite of all the research efforts
and progress achieved and silicosis has still not been
conquered.
At the same time, the industry currently has a number of other challenges to contend with. Following
the general fall in prices on the raw materials market
(Fig. 1) mining companies are pursuing the strategy

Apart from classical fields of application associated with the name Industrie 4.0 (Industrial Internet of Things) such as production and mobility,
underground mining is increasingly developing
into a hidden champion in this respect. Spurred
on by falling prices for raw materials tied to ever
increasing demands on humanisation of work the
branch soon resorted to approaches to solutions
described under “Industrie 4.0”. Fully integrated
systems with “part-automated machines, which
move through environments without human
guidance and make their own decisions, are already reality in mining nowadays. The industry
has already succeeded in applying “Mining 4.0”.
Mining • Supply industry • Internet of things
• Mining 4.0 • Innovation • Shearer loader •
Rail haulage

of increasing productivity without further increasing
investment costs. This exerts a direct effect on machine
manufacturers and suppliers. Recent predictions indicate that this trend will continue in the short to medium
term. Ever growing competition and market pressure
promote increasing production rates while at the same
Fig. 1: Development of the coal price
Source: index mundi
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Fig. 2: Mining 4.0 – basic understanding of the interrelationships and
objectives

time the haulage costs per tonne are minimized. This
objective is not easy to accomplish in view of the ever
more complex extraction of available resources and the
related working conditions.

Consequences for Suppliers
How can suppliers react to market expectations? In
the near future, there will be no essential changes in
the technical processes in mining: the valuable mineral
will usually be recovered underground from the rock
face at places in the world, which are unfavourable in
infrastructural terms, mined as selectively as possible
so that worthless wall rock is eliminated from further
processing. The broken material is loaded at the point
of recovery and hauled to the surface, where it is prepared at great cost to obtain a marketable product. The
greatest potential for innovations can be ascribed to the
information technology sector within this technology
chain. The fields of sensorics, data analysis and the development of continuous communication systems afford numerous opportunities for innovative, substantial
improvements.
New technologies and a holistic approach can enhance productivity and flexibility in a sustainable manner and place the topic of automation at a new level. The
vision of the unmanned hard coal mining operation
(longwall) in which man concentrates on aid and monitoring functions from a safe master display represents
an important target in this connection. Continuous
technical advancement of production facilities and the
implementation of innovative technologies combined
with the concentration of data have already led to a high
degree of automation and control.

Mining 4.0
This transformation of the (sub-)systems used underground – extraction, loading and haulage – summed
up under the concept of Mining 4.0 – is aimed at
mastering complexity. New Information CommunicaGeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
www.georesources.net

tions Technology (ICT) will influence the operational
performance rate in existing structures – by avoiding
non-productive times and increasing output. The approaches being pursued, initially present an extremely
heterogeneous picture. The control circuit principle is
suited for structuring these approaches and clarifying
interrelationships (Fig. 2):
The controlled system in this case is formed by the direct and indirect processes within the sub-systems along
the mining process chain (extraction, loading, haulage).
The cutting extraction method in longwall mining represents one sub-system for instance. The shearer loader,
means of conveyance and support are integrated in this
case. Haulage by rail comprising the processes loading,
transport and unloading represents a system that can be
optimised. By making use of the increasing opportunities afforded by information and communication technology as well as networking, it is possible to optimise
collaboration within this controlled system. It can also
be regarded as an “intelligent collaborative” element of
a future Mining 4.0 infrastructure. The objective is to
increase flexibility and efficiency in existing models.
The controller on the other hand has the task of influencing or rather altering these existing models. He
can thus be seen as the “learning” element of a future
Mining 4.0 infrastructure. He causes the revolutionary
character of Industrie 4.0 to appear. After all, the regulating of sub-systems in mining is only made possible
by the consistent horizontal and vertical networking of
people, machinery, objects and ICT systems. The output parameters (data) of the controlled system, in other
words the core processes extraction, loading and haulage, form the starting point. The basic prerequisite for
controlling is in this case digitalization. The creation of
transparency, i. e. making these data available and the
possibility of processing them further are defining for
the “learning process”. Subsequently it is then possible
to identify interrelationships at further stages, whose
modelling for its part permits prognoses, on the basis of
which decisions can be made. The contentual sequence
of transparency, analysis, prognosis and decision in this
case corresponds to the chronological process in implementing these “learning” structures in the sub-systems.
In this connection, this logic is not simply confined to
the given sub-systems; it can also be expanded to the
complete mining process chain.

Mining 4.0 in Longwalling
The key to an “intelligent-collaborative” infrastructure
is to be found in networking the mining machine’s
sensor technology and the totality of all the face components involved. In this connection, a high degree
of coordination and comprehension in dealing with
special data is essential; the change of technology in
mining normally takes a relatively long time. The reasons for this are high financial risks should the performance even fail marginally due to unexpected effects
while changing the system. High demands on approving new technologies for underground use as well as
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Fig. 3: Sensorics and shearer loader

the constantly changing environmental conditions and
the need to succeed in practice make more difficult the
establishment of automation systems, which are already
state-of-the-art in other branches of industry.
Since the Eickhoff shearer loader was introduced in
1954, the company has implemented a series of technically significant further developments such as e. g.
radio remote control in 1966, industrial PCs (IPC) in
2001, the EiControl control concept in 2005, the EiControlPlus with extended sensor technology in 2007
and finally the parameterized control system EiControl
SB in 2008. Since 2010, the further development of the
shearer loader has increasingly focused on a mechatronical discipline in which mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and software are intermeshed with each
other. This is first and foremost in evidence from the
increasing proportion of sensors and software involved
in the machines as well as a future-oriented data and
communication structure [1].
Nowadays the shearer loader is fitted with numerous sensors, which redundantly take over various tasks
and ideally pursue a different functioning principle
(Fig. 3). Sensors to determine relative and absolute
positions as well as for navigation supply for example
a detailed presentation of the longwall profile. In conjunction with highly complex control algorithmics this
permits the extraction process to be steered accurately
to within a few millimetres. Further sensors for identifying the geological environment improve accuracy for
mining and adhering to the field limits when cutting.
Sensors for assessing the geometric environment identify potential sources of danger in advance and prevent
the machine colliding with the support for example.

Sensors that determine the mechanical status and performance register and evaluate the external and internal
environment of the machines. The sensor technology
is rounded off by a diagnosis system to identify errors
quickly and make maintenance straightforward. Data
and historical events allow to derive status-oriented
servicing plans. The shearer loader is furthermore in the
position to carry out its own diagnoses of its status and
workload as well as plausibility tests.
Video monitoring systems enable the roadway to be
monitored and remote controlled. Further graphic digital displays afford access to sensors, acoustic transducers
and input units. The flow of communication between
man and machine is substantially improved as a consequence. The further development of sensor technology
plays an outstanding role in this respect for the more
autonomous the technical application is, the more information it requires about its physical environment
and about itself. It represents “the key for all efforts to
design machines and systems autonomously”. Sensor
components that are already integrated for registering
the environment are refined by a real-time capable processing logic circuit and increasing built-in intelligence.
These optimised systems are in the position to work almost faultlessly in the most dynamic and extreme underground conditions, to adapt autonomously to the
environment they are deployed in and take over selfcontrolling functions (Fig. 4) [1, 2].

Example: The Shearer Loader
at the Centre of Mining 4.0
If one examines the complete longwall system then the
shearer loader represents the central, collaborating ele-
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Fig. 4: Environment detection systems on the shearer loader

Fig. 5: The shearer loader as a central element in the longwall

ment. It continuously communicates with the support
and haulage systems (Fig. 5). Information such as haulage load, location of the shearer loader, active identification of collision hazards and other application and
process data are exchanged and sent to the control station and to the control centre on the surface. After the
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
www.georesources.net

shearer loader has passed through, the shields are set by
fully automatic means and the conveyance system advances. The conveyor drives and the chain tensioning
device are controlled after determining the conveyance
system load and the load situation affecting the drives.
Should irregularities in the process be observed – as for
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instance a support that has been too deeply set – the
situation is evaluated and corresponding measures resorted to. For example, the shearer loader is stopped
by a warning signal and the maintenance crew underground and on the surface informed.
In this case this hinges on efficient and reliable communication systems. The systems currently applied in
mining comply with all established industrial standards. They are designed redundantly, can be connected
with power lines or are also based on DSL, light wave
conductors (LWC) or WLAN. Internally the shearer
loader is interconnected by a bus system, which includes the sensor technology. Internal communication,
with the control station and the control centre is executed via Ethernet. Towards this end, various protocols
for transferring data are used. All signals are sent either
completely fail-safe or encapsulated.
The State-Based Automatic EiControl SB controls
the process. It represents the core of the shearer loader
control system and divides the cutting process methodically into different, independent steps. The so-called
states are clearly defined and form a closed cycle. The
predefined process can, however, be changed as desired
by the user, expanded and thus adapted to extreme requirements at any time. The sequential processing of
the desired values on the status table depends on the
ongoing process: the machine reacts automatically and
as required to changing conditions. The machine operator can for his part supervise, correct and alter the
process either on-the-spot or from a distant control
centre.

39

Fig. 6: Compact shearer loader SL 300L – face thickness 1.2 - 1.8 m

More Possibilities:
from Remote Control to Full Automation
The withdrawal of the labour force from the danger
zone is a main advantage of increasing automation.
Furthermore, deposits can be exploited more efficiently – particularly in very thin seams of up to 1.2 m,
as no minimum extraction height is necessary for the
longwall crew so that considerably less wall rock is pro-

Fig. 7: Integrated face control Type MARCO with Eickhoff shearer loader
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duced. This can only be accomplished by means of full
automation and/or remote control involving all the
sub-systems (Fig. 6).
The operator can for his part control and monitor
the entire process from the control centre with the help
of face cameras, sensors and positioning software. The
control station is linked to the shearer loader via TCP/
IP protocols, which are transferred via redundant powerline modem and fibre glass connections. The functions
are carried out by joystick, handheld controller or semiautomated means via temporary manual intervention.
In the latter case only corrections involving a minimum
amount of intervention are undertaken. These aspects
were consistently applied by Eickhoff when developing
the new compact shearer loader SL300L (Fig. 7).
The next level is the complete networking of all subsystems involved. All face elements have to be further
developed in this direction for full automation. The
creation of interdisciplinary transparency represents
the prerequisite for further analyses, the derivation of
prognoses and options for resultant decisions. After all,
systems that support decision-making can only be effectively applied after thorough registration and provision
of all relevant data.
Intelligent mining thus implements information technology throughout the entire chain: from exploring the

deposit, geological modelling, planning and executing
the mining operations right up to the infrastructural
functional areas accompanying extraction as for example transport and logistics. By means of Mining 4.0 and
innovative communication technologies it is possible
to progress from remote control to complete autonomous operation. Shearer loader, support system, haulage, crusher and conveyor belt system are integrated in
a superordinated 3D face control system. In this way, all
relevant data are obtained and made generally available.
In this connection, the challenge is evaluating big
data. Millions of sensor data must be analysed and interpreted. Highly efficient analytical systems make big
data transparent in the process: they recognize interrelationships and facilitate proactive communication of
all sub-systems (Fig. 8).
Permanent availability, analysis and correlation of all
personal, machine and process data represent the basis of
Mining 4.0. Continuous event logging in this case enables maximum well-founded fault diagnoses. The system
enhances the capacity to predict and permits reactions
and process deviations in real time. In addition, extensive parameter management provides the system with
the necessary flexibility. It enables the implementation
of further system elements that extend the functions – as
for instance, environment and status evaluation systems.

Fig. 8: Method of functioning of the face controller
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Fig. 9: Collaboration in train haulage system

The 3D face control system, which operates at various hierarchical and communication levels, provides
control instructions for all face elements involved. In
this connection, the greatest possible autarchy and redundancy – from sensor technology right up to the
totality of the local sub-systems cater for maximum operating safety of the system.

Mining 4.0 for Haulage by Train
A further example from the Eickhoff Group is haulage
by train underground as performed in hard rock mining
by the Schalker Eisenhütte that belongs to the group. In
this case, mainly horizontal transport is concerned in
conjunction with the block caving and sub-level caving
mining methods: in this case the material is transferred
by loaders (LHDs) on the extraction level into ore passes,
at the lower ends of which, the haulage level, the locomotives are loaded. Transportation reverts at the transfer
point to vertical haulage, i. e. to the surface (Fig. 9).
Together with its partners, Nordic Minesteel (loading and unloading, cars with bottom discharge) and
Bombardier Transportation (train automation), the
Schalker Eisenhütte has developed a fully-automatic,
driverless solution for high-performance mines. The
El Teniente (Codelco), Kiruna (LKAB) and Grasberg
(Freeport) mines are already using this system with
success. A considerably higher frequency and in turn,
an increase in productivity can be achieved especially
when several locomotives are in operation. At the same
time, it is possible to do without a round circuit and resort to back-and-forth operations. The costs for driving
roadways can thus be substantially reduced [3].
The controlled system in this case consists of the collaboration of loading, train haulage and unloading. In
similar fashion to the longwall system in coal mining
the individual elements of the controlled system are
equipped with a large number of sensors and control
elements. These enable the elements to optimize themselves; at the same time, however, they also allow them
to begin interacting with one another.
Expressed simply, self-regulation for the element locomotive is as follows: traction forces, power consumption and temperatures are collated continuously via the
applied sensor technology in order to control the train

system – comprising locomotive and cars in keeping
with the system parameters [4].
As far as the collaboration of the individual elements
with each other is concerned, the unloading process in
particular requires a large degree of coordination – in
this case between the train (locomotive and cars) and
the bottom discharge system. In the case of this unloading system, external propulsion units take over operating the train at the unloading point. The locomotive and
cars are directed over the unloading station; the floors
of the cars open downwards – guided by a rail (Fig. 10).
The dynamic loads on the train system caused by each
individual car being emptied must be compensated for
by intelligent control processes of the tractive drum system so that the train can pass the area at constant speed
and the locomotive can then subsequently take over the
train composition’s further journey [5].
Controlling as such – and in turn the “learning element” of the 4.0 architecture – becomes evident at the
level of the overall system of train haulage. Full automation of the system as well as the controlling algorithms
concealed behind it enable the integration of both status-oriented as well as historic data; the system is correspondingly capable of prognosis: the trains do not travel
to the unloading stations in keeping with a prescribed
schedule but instead react to states in the controlled
Fig. 10: Example of fully automatic Schalke train haulage system at LKAB
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Fig. 11: Simplified example of a system architecture for a train haulage system

system (e. g. a queue at the unloading station) while at
the same time optimising the transport cycles based on
prognoses (the analysis does not simply concern which
loading station is ready but also which loading station
will be ready when the train arrives there).
An object controller in conjunction with a central
train control centre forms the communication platform
between the locomotive and the loading and unloading
stations in this system. Control is effected via points or
rather point machines and the signal system (Fig. 11).
In this connection, the system controls the gaps between locomotives and observing the speed. Towards
this end, the route is split into several sections, which
adapt flexibly in accordance with speed, position and
braking paths in order to provide the highest possible
efficiency given the greatest possible safety.
In order to prevent collisions between trains, a programmable logic controller (PLC) of the train automation system monitors the gap between the locomotives.
Towards this end, each train receives the positions of
all the other trains via WLAN data transference. The
software in the PLC continuously compares a train’s
position with the positions of the other locomotives.
Should the predefined position be too small, the speed
is reduced or the emergency brakes applied. The coordinating computer also carries out this monitoring process in parallel as the current position of every locomotive is stored there too.
Whereas an object controller regulates the collaboration of the system elements, a superordinated coordinaGeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
www.georesources.net

tion PLC takes over the control of the overall system.
The data of all those involved wind up here. Firstly,
there are the classical status data:
▶▶ Where is which train located in which state?
▶▶ Which loading station is active?
▶▶ What is going on at the unloading stations?
Secondly the coordination computer also scans historical data: differences in the loading times per station as
well as charging cycles for the batteries on the locomotives are taken into account when scheduling the trains.
Furthermore, parameters, which so far have been rigidly lodged in the system, are included variably in the
prognosis model depending on the given load situation
(e. g. number of locomotives and loading stations being
deployed) to improve the accuracy of the prognosis.
Typical parameters here are transfer and waiting times.

Conclusion
The basic precondition for this example as well as in
the case of other applications is a high degree of conversion for the controller prerequisites presented in
the previous chapter: the creating of system transparency, i. e. the collation and storage of all data describing the system and states as well as their targeted evaluation with regard to correlation analyses. It is only
possible to develop a more profound understanding of
the system in this way, by means of which reserves in
productivity can be exploited in the case of automated
solutions as well.
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The potentials for increasing performance while reducing costs at the same time and significantly increasing safety in mines represent the occasion and motivation to follow up this subject matter as an essential
top technology of the future. Thanks to the presented
systems and technologies, the Mining 4.0 concept has
already been accomplished in efficient and tried-andtested process and control technology for high-capacity production and haulage systems. The next step entails extensive networking of the complex underground
systems as well as continuous optimisation of the performance and cost factors within the mining process
chain extraction-loading-haulage.
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Mining and Tunnelling

SMT Scharf takes over Nowilan
Special Know-how smoothes the Way for providing Systems for
Logistics on the Mining and Tunnelling Sector
SMT Scharf AG took over Nowilan Gesellschaft für
Antriebstechnik mbH and has evolved further as a
provider of logistics systems in the field of mining
and tunnelling.
Mining • Tunnelling • Logistic • Supplier •
Machinery

On Aug. 25, 2016, the SMT Scharf AG, Hamm, took
over the complete package of shares of the Nowilan Gesellschaft für Antriebstechnik mbH, Dinslaken. Nowilan GmbH is an internationally engaged manufacturer
of tunnel equipment and special machinery, in particular special drive and logistics systems for TBM backup systems as well as for special locomotives to supply
material for driving tunnels, particularly those with
inclines. Nowilan develops innovative and individual
solutions for customers and possesses extensive technical know-how. By taking this step, SMT has evolved
further as a provider of logistics systems in the field of
mining and tunnelling.
Apart from the available solutions for tunnelling, the
machines shown on this issue’s title page are merely a
small part of the portfolio and elements of the equipment for the “Continuous Mining – Rock Flow” method. They were developed and produced especially for
application at the Andina copper mine run by Codelco,
Chile. The heavy-duty transport cranes are also used in
tunnelling, e. g. to construct metro stations.
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The machines operate on a transport monorail
(EHB) powered by a 3-phase contact rail. The vehicles
are fitted with frequency-controlled, electric friction
drives, with IR cameras and laser measuring systems.
They are radio controlled.
The various machines in use are:
▶▶ Heavy-duty transport cranes each with 20 t capacity, capable of being coupled to sustain a load of
40 t, for universal material transport for developing roadway installations such as e. g. reinforcement
and formwork and to install machines such as chain
conveyors, crushers and exhaust systems
▶▶ Further machines for eccentric operations with flexible and independently adjustable stabilisation systems (supporting):
▶▶ Hoisting platform for installation and maintenance
of monorail systems and contact rails, equipped for
example with an emergency power aggregate for operating independent of the grid
▶▶ Explosive placing unit (Drawpoint Unblocking System) for attaching explosive charges given blocked
draw points
▶▶ Drilling and splitting rig for reducing large chunks
of ore at any point of the Constant Rockflow Installation.

Contact:
www.nowilan.de

SMT Scharf takes over Nowilan
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A Situational Analysis of open Questions
in current Mine Rescue Practice

Professor Dr. Walter Hermülheim, Underground Mine Safety, Institute of Mining, Clausthal University of Technology,
Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany

As the German hard coal mine rescue centers have
largely reduced scientific studies since a couple of years,
supporting the topic of underground emergency response by the universities has turned out to make sense,
to be able to maintain basic research in this field. Accordingly, the paper derives some suggestions on work
to be done here in the near future, e. g. within the frame
of bachelor’s or master’s theses.
The issues to be discussed cover:
▶▶ Explosion Hazards, particularly in collieries with a
room and pillar mining, resp. multiple entry mine
layout
▶▶ Climatic strain under breathing protection and
heavy work load
▶▶ Increasing deficiency of mine rescuer’s physical
skills, due to a, generally welcome, reduction of regular hard work underground, and a growing number
of rescue brigade members coming from desk jobs
▶▶ Rising age of mine rescuers and, in contrast, corresponding lack of experience, due to an overall decrease of larger emergencies in developed countries
▶▶ A couple of mine rescue safety issues still waiting to
be dealt with systematically, e. g. rules for mine rescue operations on vehicles
▶▶ Increasing inability of small and remotely located
mining enterprises to establish a full scale mine rescue brigade of their own
▶▶ Self-rescue guidelines commonly not being based
on an effective quantitative approach, and often not
taking into account the mandatory prerequisites of a
safe escape, regarding fire and explosion protection.

The development of mine rescue towards a higher level of work safety has been successful during
the past three decades. Nevertheless, there are
still some white spots on the map which include
medium to high, and mostly unexplored operational risks. The paper comments on some of
these risks and on the related open questions [1].
Mining • Hard Coal • Mine Rescue • Explosion •
Climate • Safety • HSE

1998 [8], and the USA, Barrick/ Storm Decline
2002 [9]
▶▶ The a. m. 1998 Polish massive accident triggered the
foundation of the International Mine Rescue Body
(IMRB), in 2000
▶▶ A rock burst killed a group of mine rescuers at Crandall Canyon Colliery, USA, in 2007 [10]

1 Risks of the recent Past
So, which risks are modern mine rescuers still confronted with? Let’s first have a look into the recent past
decades:
▶▶ In 1977, a team of German mine rescuers were killed
on Schlägel & Eisen Colliery when approaching a
larger conveyor belt fire from the downwind side,
using the cage in a deep upcast shaft [2]
▶▶ Mine rescue victims of fires and explosions also had
to be mourned in the USA, No. 5 Mine/ Jim Walter
Resources 2001 [3], Slovakia, Handlowa Colliery
2009 [4], Russia, Raspadskaya Colliery 2010 and
Severnaya colliery 2016 [5], and Poland, Krupinski
Colliery 2011 [6]
▶▶ Several mine rescuers, besides a multitude of close
calls, died of climatic stress, in Germany, Emil Mayrisch Colliery 1980 [7], Poland, Niwka-Modrejow
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▶▶ Several incidents in the context of auxiliary ventilation, some of them with fatal outcome, had to be
recorded in the eighties and caused the EU Standing Working Party (SWP) on Mine Safety to deal
broadly with the issue [11]
▶▶ In Germany, where we have a naturally deeper
knowledge of details, mine rescuers encountered
more than a dozen methane deflagrations during operation since the seventies, fortunately without being
injured – but at what risk [12]?
▶▶ As to self rescue, several more recent massive accidents, even in developed countries, didn’t leave the
smallest chance of escape to potential survivors, due
to inadequate precautionary measures with respect
to ventilation, gas detection, fire and explosion prevention [13, 14]

2 Explosion Hazards
After a severe accident, questions rise about the safety
of the mine rescue teams themselves, with respect to the
secondary explosion risk. Can the mine rescue brigade
still be deployed safely enough after an explosion in a
colliery? The word safe indicates that sufficient ventilation must still be left over in the pit after the first explosion, in order to reliably prevent secondary explosions.
How should the mine ventilation be established to meet
such demand? Is that possible at all, and if so, under what
conditions? The answer is so far, that the problem can
be solved in a single entry mine layout [15]. Here ventilation stability can be maintained after an explosion,
if need be, with a couple of explosion proof ventilation
doors in key locations. In this way, a mine rescue operation is still technically possible, at least after a previous
risk assessment including further details [16].
Next to stable ventilation, a second precondition
for a safe entry following an explosion is the use of socalled distributed water trough barriers. These guarantee an explosion being extinguished after only a short
run, which is usually after a maximum of approximately
200 m. Thus, the static explosion pressure can be limited to less than 150 kPa. With the initial pressure not
exceeding 150 kPa, the lethal effect of the resulting
pressure wave is restricted to a range of approximately
one kilometer. This is at the same time the required safe
distance to be kept to the location of acute danger of
explosion by the rescue brigade [17, 18].
In a multiple entry longwall or in a room-and-pillar
mine layout the thing looks different: the ventilation
current is directed by means of a variety of light doors
and brattices, of which in case of an explosion a majority will immediately lose their function. The result is a
ventilation breakdown in extended parts of the mine.
Therefore, the focus here after an event is on extensive
work to restore the ventilation system. During this
work, the risk of secondary explosions is very high. Furthermore, the search for survivors may delay for several
hours or even days by this [19].
An essential prerequisite in order to increase the safety
of such work would primarily be an extended network of
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
www.georesources.net

water explosion barriers underground, too. The EU-developed water barriers for arch shaped roadway cross-sections, however, are not readily transferable on rectangular cross-sections, whose height occasionally just allows
for the passage of the vehicles used for haulage and transportation. Therefore, why not think about water barrier
types, which can open and close again on a simple and
rugged way when vehicles are passing? This could for example be done in reference to the approved distinct type
of the so-called mine rescue quick barrier [20].
Furthermore, to stabilize the ventilation and thus to
ensure a safe escape route in case of an incident, there
are already initial considerations, at least to securely
separate the main intake and return air currents, even in
a multiple entry layout [21, 22]. However, if this separation is determined to be explosion-proof, together with
a mesh of explosion barriers a multitude of explosionresistant airlocks with a minimum strength of 200 kPa
static pressure would be required for this purpose.
When using an unreinforced low-cost concrete with a
flexural strength of e. g. 4 N/mm², these must be roughly 1 m thick in a 6 m wide roadway [23].
As long as the two aforementioned questions are
not resolved satisfactorily, the use of refuge chambers
to compensate for a lack of escape routes would not be
prudent in coal mines, because a quick rescue from such
a chamber is not possible, due to the risk of secondary
explosions. For as long the only exceptions are explosion-proof refuge chambers, which are already provided
with a surface duct, e. g. a trafficable ventilation borehole, or which, due to low depth and appropriate preparation can immediately be reached by drilling [24].

3 Climatic Strain
In mine rescue work under difficult climatic conditions,
the allowable maximum time of operation is usually calculated by empirically derived climate tables, on the basis
of the wet and dry temperatures measured in situ. Besides
the measured temperature values, the known tables more
or less take into account the work load (e. g. defined via the
breathing time volume), the type of clothing and perhaps
body cooling, and the threshold criteria regarding maximum body core temperature and heart rate which were applied when developing the tables. However, a comparison
of the different table works used worldwide shows some
significant differences that date back presumably due to
divergences in the assumed boundary conditions. The tables for low humidity, currently valid in German salt mining, for example show to a significant deviation from the
working time restrictions used at that time in the former
GDR, which needs to be clarified soon [25, 26, 27, 28].
So far, little studied is the effect of hydration during operation with respiratory protective equipment,
the use of so-called drinking masks being possible for
some time now. However, there is preliminary evidence
that the working time under climatic stress can significantly extend by drinking, because dehydration is the
main cause of the rapid decline of physical performance
under such conditions. In this respect, it is generally
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useful, without having a drinking mask, to take a glass
immediately before operation [29, 30].
It would now be appropriate to repeat the mass
screenings carried out for the development of climate
tables in climatic chambers under defined load once
again randomly with hydration. However, taking along
a liquid supply to work under hot and wet conditions
represents an extra weight load, in addition to the mass
of more than 16 kg of the closed circuit breathing apparatus. It would therefore be useful to have access to
the water-ice stock today required in such apparatus for
cooling of the breathing circuit, for consuming it via
the breathing mask as a rehydration fluid after melting.
At this point, the manufacturers are required.

4 Physical Skills
Working with closed-circuit breathing apparatus includes
particular physical demands far beyond those when using
an ordinary compressed-air breathing apparatus, as in the
public fire brigades. So what are the requirements to cope
with a rebreather-use over the full operating time of up
to two hours? A good endurance performance should be
obtained through regular aerobic exercise. As a test criterion for this offers for example a regularly performed
Cooper test with a score of at least “good”. For older team
members and those who spend their normal professional
life mainly at a desk, complementary strength training
is appropriate. Here, too, diverse exercise recommendations and test procedures are available [31].
In the practical training must be taught mainly
how to properly use the available time under oxygen.
Regular breaks are a must! The so-called self-pacing, an
alternation between work and rest, especially in a wet
and warm environment, must be learned individually.
Exercises in climatic chambers are a safe way to allow a
feeling of the sudden onset of strike of ones own body,
to whose denial after exceeding a core temperature of
39 °C no willpower and no mobilization of “last reserves” is adequate. In the end, this is the main cause of
the high risk associated with climate operations.
In Germany, the „Standard Mine Rescue Exercise”
of the German Mine Rescue Committee is used as a
comprehensive proof of fitness under long-term breathing apparatus. It lasts for two hours at a temperature of
30 °C and comprises:
▶▶ 15 min ergometer cycling with 130 to 160 W of
power, depending on body mass
▶▶ Three work sections of 60 strokes each at the hammer, at the beginning, in the middle and at the end
of the exercise
▶▶ About 700 m of smoky and obstructed breathing
protection training gallery which in extended parts
has to be traversed bent down or crawling
▶▶ Thereby doing various tasks, such as gas measurement,
reviving and rescuing an injured person, and changing
to oxygen self-rescuer after failure of a rebreather
At the end of the exercise, the core body temperature
usually peaks up around 38.5 to 39.0° C [32, 33].
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A similar function has the South African “workload
test” in which a defined cycle of work and exercise under respiratory protective equipment is to cope within a
specified time [34].
The increasing age of mine rescue team members in
Western industrialized countries might in the future
require examining criteria for their categorization in
accordance with physical performance and climate resilience. This could facilitate the selection of suitable
members for planned mine rescue operations, or, in case
of unplanned emergency missions, allow using individual time constraints.

5 Age and Experience
The increasing age of the mine rescue team members in
western industrialized countries is in opposite direction
accompanied by a decline of practical knowledge and
experience, as emergency operations are rare for some
time now. How can this be compensated in the training? In a couple of countries, a preferred approach are
mine rescue competitions in which selected teams from
different nations, regions, or operational units of a larger mining group compete against each other with tasks
from their special field of training. They are an excellent
way to motivate mine rescue teams to exercise hard on
their required skills, e. g. gas measurements, first aid and
casualty evacuation, or mapping [35, 36, 37]. Unfortunately thereby, the environmental conditions are often
unrealistic, and the physical and climatic stress rather
limited. In the future, it is necessary here to develop
suitable combinations of the more body-hugging German and South African exercise forms, and the more
curriculum-based Anglo-Saxon forms of competition,
in order to cover the whole range of requirements of an
effective mine rescue operation.
Last but not least, the increasing deficiency of operational mine rescue experience must be dealt with, due to
an overall reduction of larger emergencies in developed
countries, which is of course welcome. According to our
previous experience, a knowledge management system
in the form of an archive makes little sense because such
a collection is only useful to those who deal with it every
day and know the majority of the data contents from
personal involvement [38].
Therefore, as to theoretical training, the task is to
transform handed-down experience into the form of
simple, easy-to-understand manuals, data sheets and
teaching aids. The emphasis is on simple, because the
increasing inability of many people to study longer and
complex texts is both an obstacle and a challenge. In
this context, adult learning strategies should therefore
be preferred which use the outcome of mine rescue missions having taken place in reality in a processed form, as
case studies for the purpose of group exercises.

6 Uncharted Safety Issues
A couple of mine rescue safety issues are still waiting to
be investigated systematically. Next to the already mentioned questions involving explosion hazards, climatic
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strain and suitable forms of training these include e. g.
rules for mine rescue operations on vehicles, and furthermore, the field of typical hazard related standard
mine rescue work, e. g. with respect to operation and
repair of the ventilation system in case of an incident.
At home and abroad, the safety rules for mine rescue operations generally relate to an approach on foot
with respiratory protective equipment. Nevertheless,
the operational use of vehicles is obviously widespread
and common practice, especially in ore and salt mining. Rough approaches to related security rules can be
found here so far only few, e. g. in Canadian mine rescue
manuals [39].
Therefore it would make sense, along with those of
mine rescue teams that have been practicing such an approach for quite some time regularly, to question and
systematize the here employed mostly unwritten rules.
The same applies to other hazard-related kinds of underground work, which at least partially intersect with
the field of mine rescue work. This touches e. g degassing of methane loaded drifts after an auxiliary ventilation breakdown or after a gas outburst. As well, changes
of the ventilation system in the context of a larger fire
mission are very risky. In both types of work referred to
it always comes back to accidents if mine rescue teams
are not thoroughly trained in ventilation technology.

7 Small Mines
Small and medium-sized mining enterprises (SMEs) are
increasingly unable to establish a full scale mine rescue
brigade of their own, due to their staff size, the growing
age of the workforce and the withdrawal of mining operations from the area in Germany. Therefore, they are
often only able to muster a couple of own staff trained
as local guides for assisting brigades, or at best a small,
so-called micro-brigade, which, due to its limited size,
is only suitable for rescue, but not for firefighting. In its
latest guidelines, therefore, the German Mine Rescue
Committee recommends to compensate for the lack
of a full mine rescue through advanced preventive fire
protection measures, to ensure in this way at least a safe
escape of employees in the event of an incident [40].
The new guidelines here understand by way of example:
▶▶ Roof support generally non-combustible, or at least
in areas with potential sources of ignition subsequently rendered incombustible
▶▶ Belt conveyors with conveyor belts in self-extinguishing quality, at least in intake ventilation paths
▶▶ Equipment of all diesel vehicles used underground
with automatic fire extinguishing systems
▶▶ Suitable preventive measures against fires of pressure
leaking hydraulic fluids on vehicles and other mechanical equipment underground
As expected, the first discussion of this new approach to
the public has shown little understanding in some operator’s view, as increased costs are feared. Unfortunately,
however, such cost comparisons relate to the current
GeoResources Journal 3 | 2016
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condition, which in many cases is already characterized
for years by low mine rescue strength and availability.
Such a status is naturally less expensive, but for a long
time now not compliant with the minimum requirements, which means here comparing apples with pears.
Thus, it is high time to develop appropriate and quantitatively reviewed fire and explosion protection concepts
for these requests, to compare them with the cost of a
full mine rescue concept, and thereby to support the
necessary persuasive efforts.
A further accompanying measure must be a nationwide mutual assistance plan, when in 2019, after termination of national hard coal production, all relating
German rescue stations will be united under the umbrella of the Employers’ Liability Insurance Association
Raw Materials and Chemical Industry (BG RCI). At
the European level, the Institute of Mining of RWTH
Aachen University last year has started working on a
European Mine Rescue Platform and Database in the
framework of the I²Mine project [41].

8 Self Rescue and Escape
The issues raised with small mines directly lead to the
topic of self-rescue of the workforce in the event of an
incident. Most self-rescue guidelines are not based on
an effective quantitative approach, and are not taking
into account the mandatory prerequisites of a safe escape, e. g. as to preventive safety measures, particularly
regarding a suitable fire and explosion protection.
Crucial questions regarding escape and self-rescue
are:
▶▶ Is there an escape plan in which the length of the
escape route, the possible escape pace on foot, the
geometry and the hazard of smoke obstruction for
every underground workplace are identified and assessed?
▶▶ Do the escaping miners receive specific instructions
in the course of the alarm, or does the evacuation
always follow an unchanging, predetermined rule?
For example, escape in the direction of the ventilation current until either fresh air streams not affected by the event or the surface are reached?
▶▶ Is there an escape guidance system, for example in
the event of heavy smoke with poor visibility?
▶▶ Has the occasional use of means of transport been
considered, and is it still definitely possible in the
event of an incident?
At the end of thought, a self-rescue plan in extended
mines only works, when the application of restrictive
preventive fire and explosion protection measures ensures, that on the fresh air side of the underground road
heading and mining operations practically no incidents
can occur any more, and that in collieries the effects of
an explosion always remain limited to the affected section of the mine, or less. Thus, the aim must be to provide “sine qua non” self-rescue conditions which enable
survival and escape of the not directly affected workforce. A concept as indicated goes far beyond the sole
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equipment of the workforce with self-rescuers. Here is
another area of work in which university research, from
its perspective of an overall view of the mine safety environment, could support [42, 43].

9 Conclusion
As scientific research is being reduced in the German
hard coal mine rescue centers due to structural changes,
the universities have started supporting this field of
expertise: in Clausthal within the frame of a lectureship on underground emergency response, in Aachen
as a part of the European I²Mine project, and most of
all in Freiberg, in connection with the local research
mine and it’s mine rescue requirements, as well as in a
particular student mine rescue project. The evaluation
made above should serve in particular to promote these
approaches, and to propose some relevant issues to be
worked on in the near future. With consistent pursuit
of this path we should be able to maintain the subject
of mine rescue in Germany in a scientific context, even
with a declining national hard coal mining industry.
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Today’s pioneers for mine control systems are financially strong mining companies, developing and implementing tailored approaches for their large-scale
operations. To lift mining environment to a higher level
of sustainability in terms of deposit exploitation, TU
Bergakademie Freiberg (TUBAF) is developing a Mine
Control System (MCS) applicable and affordable for
small to medium scale operations. TUBAF’s approach
aims at the conception of a universally applicable software solution focussing on essential information.

Horizon 2020 –
Real-Time-Mining objective
The development of MCS is realized within the EU
funded R&D project ‘Real-Time-Mining’. A consortium of 13 multinational partners conducts research on
a sensor-based monitoring and control tool for efficient
mining at highly complex deposits. Fig. 1 illustrates the
objectives of the Real-Time Mining project in contrast
to conventional mining procedures at the mining process chain.
The initial process of a mining operation is realized
by a concerted set of geological investigations. Seismic
as well as magnetic field surveys provide first insights
into the geological formation, validated by a detailed
pattern of drill cores and mathematical models. Based
on this knowledge the situation of a deposit can be estimated within certain proximity.
Following, mine planners use this information for
decision taking on appropriate production methods,
infrastructure set-up and other capital intensive objectives. The actual operation, the most volatile producer of information, nowadays acquires and provides
information mostly in a linear manner from previous
respectively to following steps. Knowledge on the final
product, at this, is only available after processing the
material. In case of unexpected deviations to the predicted material’s quality, adjustments along the process
chain are only capable on the basis of retrospective findings. This results into significant production of waste
and low recoverable material. In particular in underground mining the challenge is to determine the position of rich deposits accurately. In addition, undetected
impurities, faults or fissures prevailing at complex geological situations are in many cases only detected right
on the spot. Consequences have to be tackled by subsequent adjustment of the planning, resulting in remarkable losses. Particularly at small to medium scale mining sites a corresponding improvement can take several
months.
The intention of the Real-Time-Mining project is
to bring this process online, shifting from linear to deHorner, Lupek, Mischo:
Mine Control System (MCS) Staircase

The overall objective of underground mining
operations is the exploitation and production of
existing mineral deposits in an economically efficient manner. Notwithstanding, a safe production is the overall duty of operating companies. To
cover these objectives, mining of the 21st century
has to move towards an encompassing monitoring and controlling of its operational processes.
This article describes the Mine Control System
Staircase (MCS©) under development.
Mining • Underground mining • Mine control •
Research & development • Monitoring

centralized information acquisition and distribution.
The project’s approach will allow to update the initial
reserve model towards a highly selective operation. The
initial assumptions based on prediction are replaced by
exact values, acquired online in course of the production process. This cycle is illustrated in the lower part
of Fig. 1. In-situ conditions of the deposit are gained
by sensor based material characterization as soon as
drilling operations are accomplished at the face of a
deposit. Along the subsequent process, the composition of the material is continuously tracked, providing
information to downstream operations. This provision
of information allows the continuous adjustment of the
operational process. While such corrective actions and
Fig. 1: Objectives of the Real-Time Mining project in contrast to conventional
mining procedures at the mining process chain
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reactions according to the in-situ conditions sometimes
take months to years, Real-Time Mining accelerates
those processes up to a (near-) real-time level. Within
every operation from extraction to processing online
data will be collected, processed and fed back into the
reserve model. Mine planning can be adapted to the
true conditions and operations will become economically efficient, even when dealing with geologically and/
or geometrically complex deposits.

Structure of Mine Control System (MCS)
Data are acquired by sensor and information technology, provided lastly to the operators for decision taking.
Fig. 2: Mine Control System (MCS) as staircase model with three sections:
Data, Treatment and Arrow-head

This task formulation is devoted to an integrated mine
control system, developed by TUBAF in respect to the
Real-Time-Mining project.
The complexity of this task arises by providing a
corresponding solution to small and medium sized
operators. On the one hand the system has to cover
local geological data, operational data and infrastructure subsidiaries, on the other hand it has to remain
economically feasible for low budget operations. Correspondingly, TUBAF’s vision is the development of a
standardized monitoring and control system, which is
easily implementable at local sites.
For this, Fig. 2 illustrates the knowledge and information levels in the data section of the Mine Control
System (MCS) in a staircase model. This staircase model is split into three sections:
▶▶ Data
▶▶ Treatment
▶▶ Arrowhead

Data Section
The data section is arranged by a spiral staircase. Each
step within this staircase represents a particular task or
process being necessary for monitoring the mining operation. Within the data section all data referring to the
corresponding task are acquired by sensor and machine
integration. The data within the steps are set into logical order, to allow for effective provision to subsequent
instances. Moreover, they are connected to each other
and the subsequent sections by a standardized data collection and transfer structure. In this model, this structure within the Mine Control System is visualized as
the central column in Fig. 2.

Treatment Section
The treatment section deals with handling and processing of the acquired data. The first level “data processing & assessment” collects all data from the individual
steps, performs their assessment and processes the data
to applicable information for the output unit. At this,
mining processes are mostly interactive processes. Data
of the individual steps cannot anymore become processed separately, but act in compliance with selected
data from other steps. Correspondingly, one of the
major issues is the systematic structuring of the data
section in respect to data processing and assessment.
Eventually, information are generated by a set of joint
data steps. In respect to assessing the acquired data on
significance, the system must be capable to distinguish
between noteworthy impacts and operational standard
events. An example is the occurrence of CO concentration, which occurs in respect to incomplete combustion as an extraordinary event, but as well as result of a
standard blasting operation.
The second level of the treatment unit deals with
data storage. Basic considerations lead to differentiated
requirements on data storage, like for example the principle question which data have to be provided for which
period. This level draws responsibility on the provision
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of operational and safety data when requested. While
the online data backup is in focus for this level unequivocally, two important points are to be considered
in this respect:
▶▶ Long-term availability: The storage period of the
data has to be fixed. Not every value needs to be
stored for the total lifespan of a mine and thereafter. Short-term storage in order to visualize the information is necessary for all values. After visualization, only important data should be kept according
to internal and public requirements of documentation. In particular, safety relevant data must remain
available for predefined timespans. In respect to
regulatory specifications these periods can survive
the operational lifespan of a mine, easily lasting for
decades. The challenge considering such period is
the determination of a suitable data format allowing to retain and to retrieve today’s data as well in
the future.
▶▶ Amount of data: The increasing entry of intelligent technology into mining operation produces
enormous amount of data. To remain control on
the required storage in an economical manner,
definitions on the long-term importance of data
sets are necessary. The definition largely depends
on the type of information and time. In particular
a resolution basing on a second by second survey is
mostly not required years after. A selective thinning
to longer intervals between records or event based
appearances might deliver a sufficient resolution in
the long run.

53
everywhere in the mine, solutions like MCS will find
acceptance on the market.
Summarized, the treatment section converts data
into a permanent information flow allowing mine control in the arrowhead section. The supervisor is enabled
to keep focused on his actual task; all data are consistently available and processed to the supervisor’s requirements. Process optimization in respect to operational
excellence and asset management happens in the background. Less unforeseen downtimes and events are likely to happen and the creation of reports is automated,
a task nowadays often still handled manually at many
SME mining sites.

Exemplary Event Description
Fig. 3 illustrates an exemplary event in the step ‘Safety
& Rescue’, emphasized in red. To illustrate the arising
interaction among the set of steps, a case of unusually high carbon monoxide concentration is supposed.
Fig. 3: Exemplary event in the step ‘Safety & Rescue’, emphasized in red

Arrowhead Section
The third level “control cockpit” makes the information available to the operator. From here, the operation is observed and controlled by having all acquired
data processed to a holistic picture. In contrast to large
scale operations, however, only limited man-power is
available at SMEs (small and medium enterprises)
to control the operational processes. In general, the
supervisor in charge of an SME mining operation is
usually not available to monitor the system exclusively
and often has to act in different places of the mine.
Thus, the requirement on MCS is to allow access to
the cockpit from everywhere in the mine. At the same
time, it also has to be open to and easily applicable
by all affected employees of the specific mine, which
have to have access to the information provided. The
control cockpit must relieve the supervising personnel
and provide easy access to all required information,
but at the same time does not need full time attention by the operator. This can be realized by communicating in a targeted ‘management by exception‘ approach, only demanding for action in case of an event.
Moreover, mobility must be assured by an intuitive
multi-platform solution, running both on stationary
as well as mobile systems. Only if operators can easily switch among stationary and mobile control panels
and preferably have the access tool available on hand
Horner, Lupek, Mischo:
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Every affected knowledge step is highlighted in blue
colour, while the interactions are visualized by orange
arrow links. To clarify the reason for the unusually carbon monoxide concentration, machine, infrastructure
and position data of the steps ‘Equipment & Personnel’
and ‘Infrastructure’ are evaluated. Considering the step
‘Mine Layout’ and ‘Personnel Tracking’, the exact position of the incident and the location of individuals staying in the mine become available. The data contained in
the step ‘Ventilation Map’ help to forecast the motion
of the carbon monoxide through the mine. Based on the
data of the step ‘Mine Production’ and ‘Material Flow’,
the effects of the incident on the production performance is monitored. At least, data from the steps ‘Rock
Mechanics’, ‘Seismics & Geology’ and ‘Environmental
Impacts’ are necessary and useful to plan and execute
proper rescue and counteractive measures.
As shown, the contained data of almost every step interact with other knowledge steps within the staircase.
The encompassing interactions have to be detected and

defined for creating algorithmic evaluation methods
within the ‘Data Processing & Assessment’.

Outline
The presented concept of the Mine Control Staircase is
still subjected to many other factors. To primary extent
the economy of the system must be assured for SMEs.
This comes along with the ongoing discussions regarding higher standardization on data integration into
corresponding solutions as well as the adaptability of
control systems across mining sites. As part of the project ‘Real-Time-Mining’ and its ongoing research and
development activities, MCS will be integrated into
the mine control station of the research and education
mine ‘Reiche Zeche’ in Freiberg. The underground ore
mine, being part of TU Bergakademie Freiberg, is an
excellent location to develop and test prototypes in an
operational environment. At this, the Mine Control
System will have to prove its capabilities on small to
medium scale operations.
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